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The brain wants a song. You steal it, and thenyou smile a while, hoping it will stand, for
yourfriends and even enemies, while we are alive and dying.

-Barry Hannah

God has given a great deal to man, but man would like somethingfrom man.

-Antonio Porchia
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Jesse Damiani
the Skin of Your Teeth
By

By the Skin of Your Teeth, adv.;

1.As in oak-bark, chain swings, fuzzy caterpillars pulled
from trees to drop on the girls» They were told to love
the color pink & O to watch them squirm & how you
were told to stop being such a little shit Firefighters,
cops 'n robbers, astronauts, damsels tied to the tracks.
What you thought of heroism: rescue the ones you'd like
to kiss. 2. When you tripped on the chase, palms spilled
frontward. A mulch splinter & boy it hurt, but mainly:
the girls were watching & only some of them laughed.
Origin: Facial hair, photographs, cigarettes. One of those
days in recess where you just up & lift off the ground.

8
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Mike White
Umbilical

The railroad tracks opened the town like a zipper. The
tracks with all wrong sides. Dandelion side sloping to a
chain-linked bakery. Hide in ragweed from stepfather
side. Fetus in a shopping bag side. Between the rails the
past tapered to a shiny point. Darkness lay ahead. The
tunnel opening said in red Jenny likes cock. The tunnel
peopled with polio cats. Then dreams. How big a rock
would it take. To make a train buckle like a black rhino. I
couldn’t lift that rock. couldn’t find it. The train had
burgundy curtains and no faces. It ran through the night.
It ran on runaway children.

https://egrove.olemiss.edu/yr/vol17/iss1/27
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Michael Mlekoday

SELF-PORTRAIT WITH BIG CITY RELIGION
Ifyou meet the Buddha on the road, kill him.

—Línjí

I am after the collapse
gunmetal and mulch,

of all matter:
knuckle
and rain.

Sucker punch
your hero
and in a soft voice
pray him
vanish.

With hacksaw.
From earthworm
earthworm.

to baby

From earthworm

remember

your entire body is mobile,
the path is longer than three hundred of you.
You,

that
designer skull, that ecosystem of nerves
in a box. Become unbundle.
Unbundle the body across
from yours

10
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like a lover
on your favorite

at high noon

bridge.

You
are all robe:
jazz singer

earlobe and linger,
singeing grass

with all that

salt.
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SELF-PORTRAIT WITH RELIGIOUS TERROR
He split the firewood, he bound Isaac, he lit the fire, he drew the knife,

—Søren Kierkegaard

You are laissez-faire by night,
a wire fraying itself
with age

while am searching
for something new

to clamp down on.
O,

there I am again,
blade poised against

red, no, blue, ocean
or other ocean
(inside

or inside).
The incisor is your best
friend, a linchpin
or anchor.

Published by eGrove, 2012
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You will lie open like a market
in morning. Forget the steep
incline of summer—
the bombmaker sweats

even when there is no bomb.

https://egrove.olemiss.edu/yr/vol17/iss1/27
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Meg Pokrass
Swedes in Cinema

Tonight, Albert Albertson took me to a foreign film at the Cinemaclub—a
Norwegian film in which ten gorgeous people died. The women had
agonizingly beautiful noses. Their deaths were as agonizing as their noses,
and it seemed fitting, or at least it fit, and didn’t feel as sad as would have
felt watching normally attractive people croak.
The father of one stunning dead Swedish girl, had a perfect nose, white
blond hair, a movie hunk—and mean this guy was like walking sex, the
women in the theater needed to suck popcorn when he walked on screen—
his snow-light hair, ultra-kind glasses, and square everything and brewed
coffee-colored eyes, probably smelled like male-musk. A chin that matched
his car. “Hurry,” I thought. Die if you are going to!”

My own father was round and wobbly, and had a very ugly car, and died in a
quick and explosive heart attack, and really think that’s the only fair way to
go. Albert, my date, had a round nose, three-quarter moon shaped ears but
maybe they just looked so because of his unusual lack of facial structure,
i.e. cheekbones.
The attractive thing about him was his wit. The funniest and only straight
guy in my acting class, even his cleavage-shaped belt buckle made me laugh,
and the fish on a ladder tattooed on his back, a back had massaged before
the movie, in the middle of which he turned around and started kissing my
neck and said, “ have a neck injury, be careful, and we’re going to miss
the movie.”

We hailed a cab, and felt a for a moment that I had betrayed him and was
determined to charm him back: I would not reject him again post-movie, I
didn’t want to reject, it was my New Year’s resolution.
Published by eGrove, 2012
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In the movie when Albert grabbed my hand, his warm sticky and buttery
fingers circled mine, and he landed my hand on his thigh. I felt anything but
wild, a tiny bit betrayed, and for a second felt might fall—which made
no sense as was sitting.
Albert had bad breath and my birthday was coming. I could be a grandmother
in some cultures, primitive cultures, and my tits could fall and wobble like
egg noodles.

https://egrove.olemiss.edu/yr/vol17/iss1/27
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Kevin O'Cuinn
Snow Journal, Day 228
Over mountains sheer, circled by birds with the countenance of men, past
glaciers. Locked between pewter sky and tundra, suffocating, lost. Like
children in need of sleep, safe passage for a year, for a day; to see Kali one
last time.

The distance between us grows until the last man is gone, then the last but
one, and we turn back, regroup and move on; moving, never stopping; gone
again, turn back again, regroup, repeat. We walk through noon’s pale window
back into dark. Ypsilanti falls, then Baines. Rest, they call. Albrecht lowers
his pack and sits, and the rest of us, bar Alzey, do the same. Alzey quickens
forward. He is demented or has seen something. He stops, turns and waves,
calls us to him. Too tired to protest, we struggle to our feet and stumble on.
We reach Alzey and he points to where the ground opens. We file down after
him, a muffled descent.
Lost to the dark, as lost as entering the world. We listen for each other,
whisper Are you there? Sloan tries to light a match and fails. We shuffle on,
the cave yawns ahead. Someone says Womb, someone Tomb. Gimble calls a
stop when something snaps beneath him. He takes the matches from Sloan
and lights a rag. We see each other’s eyes, then the corpse at Gimble’s feet, the
cracked bone beneath his foot.
In the dead man’s hand, a bible. Inside, at Corinthians, a map! Our hopes rise
and we look close—contours from the Greek island of Patmos. This poor lost
lucked-out sod. At Ephesians, a photograph of a child of indeterminate sex.
Albrecht claims it and puts it in his shirt, he is the only childless one amongst us.
We burn the bible first, then strip the corpse and add the clothes to the flames.
Hanau fights off Fulda for the boots. When they don’t fit, he squeezes them
into his pack. We sit close and undo our jackets, warm ourselves in orange
light; the shadows lick our hands. Each of us to his own thoughts—other
camps, by
other
fires,2012
fires where we drank and sang and told tales of derring-do; 17
Published
eGrove,
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thoughts of mothers, loved ones, the whores at market. Disputes we had
seem comical
Baines starts to hum, a song we all remember, and is
hushed by Albrecht, by Bow and a dozen others. Tomb, someone says again,
perhaps the Scotsman, Our tomb.

The fire dies and the cursed freeze is upon us again. Burn the poor bugger,
says Ypsilanti, he’ll give off enough heat to warm us through the night. He
searches our faces for approval but finds none. Burn him! he says again. Dear
mother of God, say Baines, Sweet heart of Jesus— could cut the tongue
from your head for saying such a thing. Burn him! shouts Ypsilanti, and
someone starts to recite the creed, the confession of the faith that we were
raised in but never grew to believe. Burn! Others join in the prayer, more
still laugh in fits. It’s only when Sloan stands is there quiet again. You’re a
barbarian, Ypsilanti, he says, now let that be the end of it. Baines starts to
hum again, a harvest song, an ode to cider, so sweet we can almost taste it.

https://egrove.olemiss.edu/yr/vol17/iss1/27
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James Norcliffe

The Maya Calendar
Hovering like an impossibly long hummingbird
this blue damselfly hangs in the air like an omen.
The water below is yellow after heavy rain but
the tail of the fly glints sapphire in the summer sun.

Ephemera: the grass browning now, coarse and crisp,
bubbles rising from gas trapped in the mud. Then a flick
and the insect darts off as you too will dart off in your
more ponderous way driving north, you told us, to where
a woman you once knew waits in a house with three empty
bedrooms and a brown paper bag half- ull of persimmons.

There is nothing for you here, you said. Never had been.
You hoped to turn your life around as if it were a wheel, not
a trajectory. The season is spinning past. The hills are falling.
One by one I pluck mantises from my shoulders. Where are

the bees? You will drone north, you say, and cross the water.
But already am forgetting you, here where the air is hot and empty.

Published by eGrove, 2012
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The Map Maker’ Mistake

In the bottom left quadrant between two contour lines the map maker
carefully inked in the name of a tiny settlement he called Arangma. He
imagined a single resident sitting on the steps of the war memorial at the
crossroads, there to catch the late afternoon sun. The man would lay down
his newspaper and wonder when the council was going to do something
about the montbretia clumps and barbed billows of blackberry choking the
roadside ditches. The bus shelter across the way had seen better days; the
railway station would see no more. The first no longer hopes for a bus; the
second has abandoned hopes of a train. The weather wall of the old hall
with its rusting iron and peeling paint distressed the man. He did not want
to think of its sagging stage and frayed curtain. Still there was much to be
grateful for. The sun was warm at his back. Tar as black as Indian ink shone
on the line that was the road. Nearby a small lake was hatched in blue and
the air was pungent with tea tree. Smiling faintly now, the resident would
pick up his paper and resume his crossword. A seven letter word from here
now suggested Arangma and nowhere was there a more satisfying place, the
map maker thought, to circumvent a plagiarist.

https://egrove.olemiss.edu/yr/vol17/iss1/27
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Geoffrey Nutter
River Running By a Glassworks
The poet falls asleep. In this
she is doing his work. The cormorant
dips her head in the water, then
goes under the water completely.
It was all right to be wrong
if among the least embroidery of dew
that chilled the leaves of flowers
a piercing negligent reluctance
to its intransigent necessity
was piercing as the raindrops.
(And it is raining on the glassworks.)
The river is the same once, the same
twice, the same thrice, in as many different ways.
In this it is the same river. It is the same river as the
poet is the same sleeper when he wakes
beside the river, the river
running by the glassworks,
the glassworks blinking in the rain,
the rain the same rain
falling on the cormorant.
They have done their work, for the moment,
and they can rest now.

Published by eGrove, 2012
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Metamorphosis
As the moths branch their velvets
and their silks, so the machinists
departing at the end of day
beneath the newly repointed brickwork,
the lathe men and the boilermakers,
the apprentices whose houses lie
beyond the cliffs, and the dusk,
supercharged with fire, gold,
rectitude, somnambulance, and metal
seems to suggest that it is our home,
and that we are its creatures,
and that it is the time for something
other than that which we have come to call
ideas. And though their cosmological
plumage is rainbow-hued, and distant,
and though to have lived among them
even unknowingly, even distant,
even as their creatures, mortal,
makes us who and what we are, still
the big cool drops of fountain water
splash against the railings, the raindrops
splash on plums made blue by what
made night green crystal. The stalks
of fennel, marjoram, and meadowsweet
are fragments of our imagination.
Cold and elemental, the wind resists, unthinking.
It is the time for metamorphosis.
It is the time for watching the reflection
of the setting sun on water.

https://egrove.olemiss.edu/yr/vol17/iss1/27
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Valhalla
Gargantua and Pantagruel, wise
are the giants, and we men but geraniums
above whom a boy king reared his head.
Like the gold leaf and Dutch leaf
on gingerbread, men shine, aspire,
are eaten like children by titans. Men
are tatterdemalions of rag and glass,
are tasseled for love and augury,
sleep near agrarian berms with one eye
ever open, another turned inward
on the dream’s rhododendron onslaught.
We men are but children of a larger
growth. have plucked a mandrake,
an arrowroot, a tome of instinct
with pages wet with summer dew.
You can quaff rainwater through an aperture
formed by intersecting stalks of marjoram.
The sallow, umbrella-colored sky
is whispering to Panurge
veiled references to some wrongdoing,
hammering folkloricly on Comstock’s ingots,
like a boilermaker in an engine shop.
Let the Rhine maidens float downstream
like green tea bottles toward the gold
that awaits them at the source of dawn.

Published by eGrove, 2012
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Kristine Ong Muslim
NOBODY S BEAST
after Paul Booth’s “Defiance”
Oil on textured board, 24 x 48 inches.

When Jenna found the child inside the Kellogg’s cereal box, its pink
form was just as big as her outstretched palm. This child-thing, she later
discovered, was different from those she had collected from other cereal
boxes. Most of them died within the day. This, though, could be the one.
It did not cry or ask for milk like the ones before it. But after a day or two,
whenever it felt an itch or grew hungry, Jenna began to feel the same thing.
She fed it just enough raisins and corn so it would grow slowly, slowly
enough for it not to want any nurturing care she was not accustomed to
giving.
She kept the child in an old litter box she had found under the sink,
the one used for her first pet, Ducky, the irradiated dog that had two tails and
would not bark.
The first few days were the hardest. Whenever it stirred in its sleep,
Jenna felt restlessness. She would mess up her spreadsheets so badly, would
h ve to build everything again from scratch. It was a small price to pay for
keeping a child.
When the child-thing was one year old, it had grown to the size of
two of Jenna’s outstretched palms placed side by side. It had the features
of a normal toddler, only much smaller. There were times when it would
wake in the middle of the night and crawl towards Jenna’s belly. That was
the tendency of the cereal box babies as outlined on the box. They were not
born the usual way so they were attracted to the womb. Swatting it away,
Jenna heard the creature whimper, ending up at the bottom of the bed.
She could have thrown it away on the first day. Eat the cereal and discard
the prize. That was what most people did. Nobody wanted a kid whose ears
would not fall out. Nobody wanted a kid who would not cry.
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/yr/vol17/iss1/27
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J S Khan

THE OCTOPUS WRESTLER
"For there’s no such thing as a reckless octopus hunter.
You’re either careful or dead.”
—Wilmon Menard, "Octopus Wrestling is My Hobby,”
Mechanic Illustrated, 1949

STINGRAY PREPARES
With only hours left now before what will indeed prove the most
deadly match of his career, "Stingray” Radcliffe Stevens prepares for his
confrontation with Gog, cunning progeny of Proserpina, not by watching
"more footage of his non-terrestrial rival’s ghostly movements, his gliding creep
and flow in cold water, but rather staring into his own eyes in the locker-room
mirror: singed red halos circling two smoky craters. And those irises once
so blue. His optics had been scorched spending too much time in salty seas,
staring into darkness, the most predacious of all prey lurking somewhere in the
murky silence. Stingray retired from such madness years ago, happy to relish
a not-yet-forgotten glory, but even in his dreams he still finds himself floating
in a similar false serenity: an unseen but palpably present monster slinking in
the void below him. But where? Inside him? Old Morey, requiescat in pace, once
relied on a famous philosopher in the wrong context, explaining to Stingray
one morning that he must be careful when staring into the abyss, for the abyss
stared also into him. Stingray had never philosophized a wit until this night,
but hearing the crowd’s screams shudder through the walls of Kanegawa
Stadium as the dwarves finish their tag-team match versus the sea lions, he
now realizes he cannot agree more with this sentiment as once expressed by
his lost comrade, and thus forever misapplied.
Does Stingray doubt himself then? Is that true philosophy? Forget such
rot. But what folly could’ve induced him to return to the aquarium, into Dai
Kanegawa’s clutches again? Was the death of 'Vicious Moray” Vincent Morey,
his former friend turned foe turned friend again, all it took to drive him to such
wanton acts of suicidal self-negligence, or did his love, however destructive, for
Hailey Jane, the aged card-nymph (nereid specifically), play its part too?
24
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back, looking full hard upon his ruinous visage, the thin
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white scars like spider’s webs down his shoulders and neck, and his left hand minus
two digits, the pinky and index finger, reduced to nothing but stubs by Proserpina,
the first of her kind, octopus bathymistikos apollyon. Weighing over three hundred
kilograms, with tentacles thirty feet in length, Proserpina had been the largest
octo ever discovered—until the maturation of her son Gog, who is now already a
proven killer and fiend for human blood.
The stadium is filled beyond capacity this night, and Stingray listens as
the crowd rattles and shakes the rafters, screams and claps with drumfills echoing
from loudspeakers. He
on his wetsuit, feeling the neoprene cold over his
It will take forty minutes for the aquarists to prepare for the battle, and
he begins stretching his legs, imagining Gog in the oversized tank hauled on
an eighteen-wheeler and then transferred via a specially designed sling into the
aquarium, made of indestructible quartz. Gog’s freakish mantle rears above
dangling tentacles, eyes as big as Stingray’s head (as is shown on the promotional
poster, Stingray staring into that enormous alien eye, almost lost in it, an image
generated by computers although when first he saw it Stingray shuddered, feeling
as if it had been conjured from his own dreams). No doubt Gog broods on the
crowd, voyeurs all, with tentacles tasting the air with bioluminescent suckers.
Slimy and maladroit out of water—loose sacks of flesh more fit for some planet
with a different gravitational field altogether—but in water supple strands of
quick moving muscle, and overwhelming in the all-out grapple. Perhaps the most
dangerous predator to survive the Mississippian sub-period of the Carboniferous,
dark child of the most primal nautiloids.
Standing with knees slightly bent, Stingray extends his arms, breathing
feeling the strain in his upper back followed by a nasty crackling down his

Will he be dragged from the aquarium with a grappling hook snagging his
mouth in a grotesque smile? Water dribbling down his chin, his dangling fingers,
just like Morey?
Will Hailey scream his name?
EXTRACT FROM Nahk, Sonja (2003). An Archeology of Sports: Both a Practical
Guide and an Examination of Empire Building via CulturalImperialism, Phaeton’s Chariot
Press, [under entry ANIMALS IN SPORTS]
.. .another extreme sport is octopus wrestling, a martial art with deep roots
in prehistory. Unlike other sports involving wildlife (see elephant polo preceding),
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/yr/vol17/iss1/27
26
the octopus is no ally to be tamed and trained but rather the very obstacle to be
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overcome. One even finds traces of the sport’s representation on Bronze Age
vases in Tyre when other primitive sports involving animals (see bull leaping
were first being developed in Crete. Yet despite the uncertainty and controversy
which surrounds the mysterious origins of the game, octopus wrestling achieved
worldwide prominence in the middle of the 20th century, in the 1960’s with
annual championships in Puget Sound, Washington. Thousands of spectators
attended the event in the western United States, and in 1963 more than a
hundred divers from all over the world competed to see who could dive and
capture the largest octopus dofleini apollyon, which was the largest recorded species
at that time. As the century progressed, octopus wrestling declined in popularity
in the U.S. although it still remained a widespread passion on several islands
across in every ocean of the earth. Fact: octopus wrestling found a new promoter
in Dai Kanegawa, a Japanese entrepreneur who made a fortune promoting
various sumo wrestling stables (see sumo wrestling. Despite being arrested for
the murder of one of his former employees, Dai Kanegawa was acquitted
and went on to accumulate enough capital to build a casino and vacationing
hub on the island Aru, located just north of the Mariana Archipelago. The
casino’s main draw is Kanegawa Stadium, where the businessman founded the
first World Octopus Wrestling League. There, divers and trained combatants
enter a 100,000 gallon (approx. 380,000 liter) aquarium to battle octopuses of
incredible girth. All octopuses are raised from birth by Kanegawa’s scientists
or are snatched from the North Pacific’s intertidal zones. Several critics have
filed lawsuits or sought charges against Kanegawa for animal cruelty, while
several of his own wrestlers have accused him of extortion. Nevertheless, as
no government has jurisdiction over the isle Aru, owned by Kanegawa, the
WOWL remains above the law, and fans of the sport multiply yearly...
FROM SUNLIGHT TO SHALLOW
When Radcliffe first landed in Puka Puka all those years ago, he’d walked
from the airstrip south to Teonemahina as the sun rose over the lagoon. He had
never been on the island before and, walking along the sandbar, drew sketches
of insects and lizards slithering over black rocks, a paradise flycatcher flitting
about in the understory. He met Rahiti in the village, his contact, who like most
of the villagers wore nothing but a loincloth stained the same dirty yellow as
his eyes. He also met Vincent Morey, the other marine investigator hired to
Published by eGrove, 2012
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find out who was purloining the pearls. Morey was an Englishman, unlike
Radcliffe, and sat in the shade reading Tennyson of all things.
Rahiti took them both in a canoe north of Puka Puka, toward the isle Napuka.
He rowed at a leisurely pace, and as he did he spoke to them in bad French, not
knowing English, and he told them about the wrecked farms, the torn locks
and raided clams. The lost black pearls.
Rogu-Tomu, he said. The creature whose father created the earth—
pulled it from the bottom of the sea.
Morey laughed at that. Have you seen it? he asked.
Only its shadow. Ma c'est la-bas. Ses confreres est partout
When they reached the smaller atoll they pulled into the lagoon, the
water so dark Radcliffe was reminded of the blueholes in the Bahamas, the
cavernous sinkholes that harbored all manner of diverse life forms. That
night Radcliffe and Morey sat around a fire with Rahiti’s family—essentially
the whole village—all of whom worked the pearl farms for the same jewelry
company that had sent Radcliffe and Morey, Die Fabel vom Goldland, Inc.
The sound of the bats in the caves reminded Radclife of his own home in
Trinidad where he’d lived as a boy with his marine biologist parents.
The next morning they ate fish and copra, dried meat of the coconut,
then walked the beach with Rahiti and four others who did not speak French
but only their own Marquesan tongue. They walked by the sheds where the
pearls were grafted and Rahiti and his brethren carried long bamboo shafts.
Are those to fend off Rogu-Tomu? Morey asked.
No, Rahiti said with a smile. For his little brothers.
They came to the first set of cages on the far side of the reef where
Radcliffe and Morey changed into wetsuits and strapped on aqualungs. Then
they dove down in the warm water, and from sunlight to shallow the lagoon
dropped off in a murky abyss. They flashed their flashlights on and found the
locks torn open as Rahiti had described, and several rows of clams had been
torn open with a precise hole drilled through each shell by what looked like a
single sharp tooth. They fixed the locks and rewrapped them in intricate knots,
installing three cameras on the beams of the cage. Wartriddled fish slipped by
above and watched them with big dead eyes. Turtles and triggerfish, and an
enormous stingray like a voluptuous phantom blotted out the sun.
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Rahiti shouting as his friends dove naked in the water on the other site of
the reef. Curious, the two of them padded over in their flippers and leapt in,
sinking beneath the frantic bubbles.
Writhing in sawgrass, they saw something billowing round one of the
islanders, a flexing mass of muscle first red then orange, then pink, threatening
to swallow him. Dust kicked up as they spun on the seafloor and tentacles
clenched the man’s wrist as another tightened around his waist and a bulbous
head bulged suddenly from the dust and thrashing grass. One large malevolent
eye stared at them and Rahiti swam over the men circling the fight and
descended over the creature as one of the tentacles shot up to snatch him. It
latched onto his chest but Rahiti let it draw him in, straining his neck toward
the creature and—in a gesture Radcliffe at first mistook for a kiss—bit it in
between its eyes. The octopus immediately went limp and Rahiti lifted it to the
surface where his comrades burst too, laughing and splashing.
Laid end to end on the beach, the octopus was about ten feet long, an
octopus vulgaris.
All morning and afternoon Radcliffe and Morey visited the pearl farms
along the lagoon and angled, secured, and started the underwater cameras
while also replacing the shattered locks. Rahiti and his companions hunted
octopuses in the meantime and killed eighteen that day alone, several of the
vulgaris variety or south pacific red and a few cyena, dayfeeders in the coral reefs,
smaller than the others, all of which they carried back to the village on the
tips of bamboo shafts like gruesome trophies or totem masks honoring some
ancient alien world. In the village, the women slung the octopuses over ropes
before cutting and cooking them, so many that the scent of their wet raw
flesh was thick in the air. That night they feasted on the overabundant octopus
meat, thick and chewy, and several men played their pahu drums with their
sharkskin covers as the women danced, hips vibrating and their arms thrown
out. Rahiti explained that it was a dance of great octopus magic to seduce
Rogu-Tomu so he might be more easily captured. The women drew octopus
shapes on the men’s foreheads with ink from the octopuses’ own sacs and
whispered incantations that in their urgency and fervor reminded Radcliffe
of the women who practiced obi in Trinidad where his father had studied the
coral reefs but where he, skipping school, had mingled with moko jumbles
instead, stilt dancers and practitioners of shamanistic magic. Morey merely
smiled and
muttered
with ironic malice:
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From many a wondrous grot and secret cell
Unnumbered and enormous polypi
Winnow with giant arms the slumbering green.
The next few days nothing happened. The cameras’ feed was accessible
via their equipment, which showed a monotonous stream of illuminated darkness
interrupted by occasional streaks of gold or silver, tiny schools of fish, or crabs
walking over the screen and staring at the light. On their fifth day, they awoke
to see the cameras for cage # 3 had been disconnected or broken. One showed
simple darkness, the other the nothingness of a bright brown light. Rewinding
the feed, they watched on their laptops as something large, some behemoth
possessed of grace, engulfed the camera’s aperture, rolling in on a rush of
bubbles and tearing the camera loose from its cage. The other camera had faced
in the other direction and caught none of this though the bar it was secured to
began to rattle violently until something smacked it loose and it went tumbling
to the ocean floor.
Diving down, they found the locks on the gates unhinged and one of
the bars snapped clean at a fissure point. The clams had been scattered, many
bearing the same perfect hole as the ones from before. Several smaller black
pearls glittered in the coral and they replaced the cameras, this time turning them
facing one another, as well as adding a third. After twenty days they rowed back
to Puka Puka and its airstrip, receiving new equipment and batteries for the
cameras. They also sent field reports and all the footage to their employer.
They spent entire days fishing, diving with the men and watching them
wrangle with the octopuses, and soon Radcliffe and Morey began practicing
with them and working as a pair. They learned the shoulder-slide to avoid the
double-row of suckers whenever the octopus lashed its tentacles, how to sever
the octopus’ neural line with their teeth alone. They began diving like the other
men without masks or wetsuits, and eventually learned to hold their breath over
two minutes underwater. Rahiti offered several of his sisters as brides. They told
him, to be polite, they would consider it.
On their thirty-fourth day on the unnamed atoll, Radcliffe and Morey
were in the lagoon replacing one of the cameras as had become their routine.
Radcliffe held the flashlight as Morey tightened the screws on the camera’s sleeve,
not really paying attention, his mind occupied by the octopus hunt that evening.
Then a tentacle wrapped around his right thigh, sleek and forceful and yanking
him down so the flashlight tumbled from his hand. Morey turned surprised
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to see Radcliffe thrown up against the rails as tendrils withdrew into the depths,
a red ink soaking them in sudden shared darkness. Days later a dead tiger shark
washed up on the beach, over eighteen feet long, its sides stripped of flesh in
long pink lines as thick as Radcliffe’s arms.

WONDER YE THEN?
Stingray sees the doors leading from the stadium open as he finishes
his stretches, and though he yearns to see Hailey Jane’s long legs step into
the room, instead Little China and Snubnose enter. Waterdrops bead on their
shoulders and their chest hairs glisten in the fluorescent light. The exhausted
dwarves approach Stingray in their scaled, glittering Speedos. Neither speak,
though both stare into Stingray’s eyes.
What else is left to say? All three had belonged together to the WOWL’s
“Golden Age,” participating in some of its most famous events, such as
Tangled Up inAru, when Vicious Moray and Stingray had fought a gristly battle
royale for over forty-three minutes against two Giant Octopus—enteroctopus
dofleini apollyon—and three blue-ringed octopus, the secondmost venomous
organism found not only in the sea but on dry land as well. It was the same
night Snubnose first earned his nickname too, being bitten by a sea lion in the
sideshow.
But could they know the sinews of Stingray’s heart if he did not
know them himself? For what the octopus had been to Rahiti, a primal Titan
connecting all time and space, that was painfully clear; and what the octopus
remains to Dai Kanegawa—a means of expanding his financial empire, of
which the octopus doubles as a symbol—has always been evident; but what
the octopus is for Stingray, that as yet remains unsaid.
Stingray wonders vaguely if the octopus could have meant the same
thing to Morey. Doubtful, he thinks, remembering his aesthetically sensitive,
vaguely hysterical, rigid friend. Controlled, quiet, ever-driven in the pursuit
of a perspective ultimately doomed to failure, hard won, easily lost—a fool’s
game. But why are beautiful people so atrocious?
Aside from the more obvious considerations touching on the octopus,
there is another thought, or rather, stalking, nameless horror, concerning the
creature which at times in its intensity completely overpowers Stingray, yet is so
mystical and well-nigh ineffable he has succeeded all these years in suppressing
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it is not the weirdness of the octopus but rather its familiarity—the way it
reminds him of his own self—that has always drawn him into its cold embrace.
Not so with Morey, he thinks. There had been something inhuman
about Morey, really, the way he’d taken to the sport only to shame himself and
scorn his knowledge, to cast off his past, to make himself ridiculous risking
all. For Morey, the octopus became the locus of all his blind desire for self
debasement. What else?
But it would be a mistake to think Radcliffe’s own obsession with the
octopus grew from such suppressed desires, just as it would be a mistake to
think his obsession grew instead from the stories and mythologies which clung
to the mysterious creatures; how enormous octopuses purportedly attacked
ships during the Age of Exploration, how Greek sailors fought Scylla or how
in ancient Hawaiian myth the octopus was the sole survivor of a former world,
having escaped a primordial Ragnarok by crawling deep into the abyss as the
cosmos burned around it. All these legends would never have been enough to
draw him to so a deadly dance, to give his life to it, though they gave—it must
be admitted—a certain fullness to the dream.
Nor could it be said that Stingray finds the octopus a living sign of the
Other. Far from it. Nor that he views the octopus as representative of nature
itself. In a similar vein, never has he viewed the octopus in conjunction with
some wicked empire to be toppled by a gladiator’s fearless charisma. What is
Kanegawa but a petty tyrant of the Pacific, one who fulfils a destiny in which
he too is ensnared? Certain biological facts might be of passing interest to
Radcliffe, a former biologist, but none are or ever were enough to captivate him:
such a notion entering one’s head would be as false as the octopus’s own skin,
which camouflages itself via the flexing of muscles, shifting chromatophores.
Nor the octopus’s highly-developed, tentacled brain cushioned by three hearts,
having no shell or bones other than its barbed tongue, nothing but a mass of
finely wired flesh possessed of uncanny intelligence and an ability to emit its
own dark stream while engaged in sexual cannibalism; nor its eight tentacles
or the mysteries such a (holy) number represents, from the luck it conjures
in Chinese culture to its Hebrew meaning "superabundant fertility"—eight
being the number associated with resurrection and regeneration (which stands
to reason, as the octopus is known to regrow missing limbs), nor the fact
that eight is also the first cube (2*2* and thus something of transcendent
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perfection, the tetrakyt doubled, plus the dominical number associated with
the LORD’s name, IHSOUS, or Jesus:
= 10
H=8
S = 200
0 = 70
U = 400
S = 200
888
None of these facts, either biological or numerological, are of special interest
to Stingray—though Morey often enumerated them in his own offhand
manner, as if it didn’t matter, when in reality it was clear he clung to such
trivia as one clings to the love of a woman whose indifference disdained to
annihilate him.
Rather, after being engulfed by the creature’s ink that first time with
Morey, Stingray felt some aspect of his own personality rising to the surface,
something lurking in his own impossible flux of love and hate and fear. He
lived on the surface of his own skin, but something since birth had been hidden
inside him, even before that, when he was a shapeless mass of budding flesh:
a dense coil of his own self-secreting darkness: some pre-life virus sprouting
an invidious worm and feeding at the core of his own heart. His brain?
Between the two, Stingray has never distinguished. Yet it is this same intuition,
coupled with the conviction that the octopus not only reflects his own inner
state but all reality as well, connects all things, entwines him and Morey and
Hailey and Kanegawa, is both his hope and terror and entire conception of
the universe, yes, never a fixed state but an impossible swirl of becoming in
all its elaborate grandeur, tendrils uncoiling in strands across a nebulous void,
impossibly phallic, irresistibly labic, the loneliest creature alive yet possessing a
gliding elegance like a woman in a lace dress, bubbles bursting from her twin
funnels, geysers of worlds, clinamen’s monster, water boiling over her head as
stars burst in the cosmic folds of her skin—of all these things the octopus is
reckoned in the ruin of Stingray’s mind. Wonder ye then at the fiery conflict
the octopus inspires in him, both the loathing and desire?
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THEIR PERISTALTIC THRUMPING
Kanegawa’s scouts discovered Radcliffe and Morey still environing in
the Iles du Désappointement, surprised to find two white men living among the
Polynesians and even more surprised to find that they were the two most respected
octopus hunters in the village. Rahiti had died earlier that year, but Radcliffe and
Morey had both long forsaken their job with the pearl company, Die Fabel vom
Goldland, Inc., after the raiding of the cages stopped just as suddenly as it had
started. They’d given themselves wholly to the hunt. The Japanese scouts offered
them money and fame but this was not enough to draw them to Aru, where the
scouts described Kanegawa’s vision to build a “Mecca for all octopus wrestlers,”
a place where “heroics beyond those witnessed at Rome’s Coliseum” would be
enacted. Still, despite the two men’s curt refusals, the scouts stayed and witnessed
one hunt, seeing the enormous octopuses drawn in and surrounded by their native
friends, who’d taken to calling them “Stingray” and "Vicious Moray” in their own
tongue. The scouts took notes, then left in a canoe for Puka Puka and its airstrip.
A few weeks later a red seaplane landed near the atoll, and a woman with
red hair and a bright green skirt descended from the hatchdoors behind two
Japanese men. She was resting topless on the beach when Radliffe and Morey
first saw her as they trekked back rom the far side of the lagoon with two smaller
octopus like Gorgon heads wrapped in their fists.
Been a long time since I’ve seen a woman with red hair, said Radcliffe.
Been a long time since I’ve seen a woman with pink nipples, Morey said
with a grin.
That night Hailey sat around the fire with them, drinking a strong coconut
liquor. She wore no makeup but was still beautiful despite her thick Australian
accent, Radcliffe thought. She told them they were fools not to accept the challenge
WOWL offered, adding that in her opinion they were suffering from a particular
melancholy associated with tropical climes that was also dulling their senses.
Fighting octopus in a big fish bowl? Morey said. How does that compare
to hunting in the wild?
The octopuses bred and raised by Kanegawa are trained from birth for the
fight, Hailey said with a
They are fed only the finest crabmeat and are much
larger and more powerful than anything you’ve ever come across on this island,
believe me. You ever seen a Giant North Pacific Octo? No end to the things you
can teach them.
Does Kanegawa say the same things about you? Radcliffe asked.
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The two of them sat around the fire getting drunker, occasionally
looking at the other across the flames. Finally they both wandered off, lying
under the stars. Radcliffe listened to the sound of the ocean sizzling over the
sand and the bats yelping in their caves until he walked back to the village’s
outskirts. There he saw Hailey’s tent and inside the light of a faint lantern that
had not been burning earlier. A dark groping shadow rolled over itself inside.
A faint murmur issued, a few groans. Approaching, Radcliffe saw between
the half-open flap Morey behind Hailey, both naked atop a sleeping bag, their
eight limbs sliding over each other in frantic frenzied gestures. Hailey looked,
her hair falling in her face and her breasts knocking up into her chin as she
reached a hand out to Radcliffe, beckoning him, and he slid down to his knees
and insinuated himself among their supple bodies, their peristaltic thrumping.
Hailey led them on. Radcliffe and Morey did not speak at all.
The next morning Radcliffe woke sprawled near the fire. He did not
feel hungover, slightly drunk, and turned to see that Hailey’s tent was already
gone—as were those of her guards. Trying to remember what had happened,
he staggered to the beach and there he found Morey sitting in a pair of ragged
jeans and looking out at the blank sea.
Plane’s gone too, he said. Radcliffe nodded, sitting beside him. Morey
intoned:
This withered root of knots of hair
Slitted below and gashed with eyes,
This oval O cropped out with teeth:
The sickle motion from the thighs...
More Tennyson? Radcliffe asked.
Morey shook his head.
Eliot.
Might as well be fucking British, he said.
Three days later the same red widgeon returned, buzzing in from the
north. This time Radcliffe and Morey were present to see it land, but when
the hatch opened and the two guards dropped the yellow raft, the person who
followed was not Hailey Jane but rather a small Japanese man like the other
two, onlyby
with
unusually
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men rowed the raft closer and as it did they could see Dai Kanegawa sported
thick glasses and a blue blazer, white-striped pants and gray cowboy boots.
When they got close enough to the shore, the two guards leapt out, getting their
shoes and khakis wet carrying the sports promoter over the rolling waves.
The great white octopus hunters, Kanegawa said with a smile when
the guards put him down. He bowed, and when he did Radcliffe saw the fat
diamond in his ear and the rubies stacked atop each other on his fingers.
come before you in humility, as an admirer and as a potential ally, asking will
you join me in the task of erecting a new legend unto the world, a spectacle to
resurrect the hope of bygone ages?
Kanegawa spewed such elegance in overly harsh English for hours,
his mandibles having long ago chewed such mellifluous thoughts to a potent
intoxicant. It felt like he was chewing on their brains. Neither Radcliffe nor
Morey really listened, though they signed the papers he presented them with
without question. Perhaps if they had not spent years away from modern
civilization, had heard of Kanegawa’s career as a sumo-wrestling promoter and
the countless cases of underpayment and thrown fights due to his ties with
the Japanese Mafia—but then, Hailey’s beauty had already enchanted them
both. Kanegawa dilated on the constellations they would inhabit, like Perseus
and the Kraken, how they would become signs of a lost glory remembered
for eternity, literally stars, and not for their own pleasure but to assure the
continuity of man’s dreaming—
But who was Hailey, both wondered, reading the same answer in the
other’s eyes: Hailey was Andromeda, and, as per the perverse rules of this
logic, there could be only one Perseus, one Kraken. Who else?
But who was Hailey real y? Another peasant in Kanegawa’s game of castles
and towers? She doubled as an aquarist, raising and feeding the octopuses, as well
as acting as one of the card nymphs, swimming in the aquarium before the fights
with a placard, her bright hair and pale skin illuminated in the tank’s ghostly light,
the refrigerated seawater making goosebumps on her belly. Having raised the
monsters, she was one of the few people they would not attack and she became
just as famous as Stingray and Vicious Moray, who quickly rose to the wrestling
federation’s top ranks. When the fierce tournaments ended and one of them stood
victor—and one of them always stood victor—she was the one who crowned
them, rising on her tiptoes in her two-piece, pearls glistening down her arms and
breasts, and her figure stretched over them smelling faintly of algae.
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Every spring and summer, tourists flooded Aru and its park by day,
visiting the octopus petting zoo before descending into Kanegawa Stadium
at night. The rivalry that developed between the sport’s two top wrestlers was
intense. Why would Hailey not crown one of them forever? Rumors flew of
her skinny dips on the beaches, how she would meet one of them and then the
other, swapping partners, sleeping with whoever held the first rank at the time.
Guests in Kanegawa’s hotels saw some of these frolics with their own eyes; the
island was small, after all. There were times Little China had to tear Stingray
and Vicious Moray apart in the locker room as cameras barged in, Snubnose
shouting that they should save it for the octopus. Ratings for their fights
skyrocketed, and people from all over the world united in their obsession with
this private but thoroughly exhibitionist ceremony, a cult following coalescing
around a spectacle in which sacrifice remained the basis of entanglement.
Kanegawa observed every fight from his glass box directly over the
aquarium.

“WHAT REMAINS UNSAID”: A TRANSCRIPTION OF A
TELEVISED INTERVIEW WITH “STINGRAY” RADCLIFFE
STEVENS
Q: Your return to the sport—people find it quite remarkable, after
your final fight with Proserpina five years ago...
A: [nods]
Q: Do you want to talk about it?
A: Well, it was terrifying, you know? mean, six hundred pounds
of liquid muscle attacking from everywhere, bigger than any octo I’d ever
encountered...
After Proserpina, when she grabbed your waist, your face—you
couldn’t hear the shrieks from the tank, I’m sure, but the cries in the rafters
[shudders]... then the blood...
A: Yeah. No one had ever been bitten by a bathymystikos before—no one had
ever even fought one, but the tetrodoxin deadened the pain, made it all look worse than
it felt... took my fingers right off though [holds up mutilated left hand]...
Q: But you killed her, in the end, before the venom
you to stop
breathing and you were rushed to the emergency ward. Forty
minutes—the
longest recorded match in the history of octopus wrestling!
36
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A: Yeah. Most octos tire quickly, and the trick is to draw them into a
desperate offensive, then outlast their assault until they weary. Proserpina,
though, she was different...
Q: And it was the horror of this fight that caused you to retire?
A: What? F—
It was Kanegawa, that sick f—, sucking the sport dry,
having wrestlers throw fights to make more money, the gambling... then Morey
and me... [shakes his head]
Q: Were you surprised when you discovered afterward that Kanegawa’s
scientists had already harvested Proserpina’s eggs? To find he’d raised the sole
surviving paralarvae, Gog, in secret?
A: Not as surprised as I was to find Morey had agreed to return to the
tank and fight Gog. mean, we’d finally gotten loose from our contracts with
Kanegawa, finally made peace with each other, put aside the vendetta we’d let
Kanegawa manufacture between us...
Q: When Vicious Moray got killed, beaten into the coral—
A:
him off] I’ve seen the footage.
—you issued a statement to the press accusing Kanegawa of knowing
full well that Morey stood no chance after so much time out of the tank.
A: Kanegawa’s a bad man, you know? Would rob his own mother, kill his
own brother. You asked earlier about harvesting Proserpina’s eggs—but hadn’t
he already been accused of tampering with the different octos’ DNA?
Q: Do you think Vicious Moray agreed to fight Gog to prove he was
greater than you? Out of remnants of the bitter rivalry that raged between you
for over a decade?
A: I... I don’t... [sighs] If I can make it right, I will...
Q: Do you agree with Lacan, believing the death drive is merely a mask
of the symbolic other?
A: What? [pause] That’s the kind of question Morey answered. Not me.
Q: Do you think Vicious Moray was still angry because, after you
triumphed over Proserpina, Hailey Jane left you both, marrying Kanegawa?
A: [long pause] No comment.
Does a similar anger affect your own desire to battle Gog, who in a
psycho-schematic sense could be representative of their first child?
A: What? No f—comment.
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THE CONCH SHELLS BLARE
The conch shells blare, their high hollow wail sustained in a furious
cacophony echoing through the Stadium. Stingray hears their united song pass
through him, lulling him, rippling through the fibers of his heart, reverberating
in his head like wind in a bell. He turns to the doors, and Little China and
Snubnose approach, both nodding and giving him one last slap on the ass. He
nods with solemn seriousness, then turns and opens the doors leading to the
ramp. The crowds’ roar is deafening, surrounding him in a darkness punctuated
by the scattered starflashes of cameras. Stingray moves up the ramp quickly, at
a brisk trot, his eyes fixed on that deceptively tranquil gigantic blue cube in the
center of the stadium glowing like something descended from deep space. The
spotlights find him, rivet on him as he moves, and he hears the announcer’s
voice rumbling out his name and the rails clanging around him and sees the
faces emerging from the dark along the ramp and the banisters rattling below.
The conch shells trumpet again, seeming more urgent than ever before.
Stingray hits the staircase leading up the aquarium’s side and looks up
to see the box overhead right before he reaches the top step. Dai Kanegawa
leans down in a peagreen suit rubbing one ruby-studded hand over the other,
a thin grin frozen on his face. At his side stands Hailey in a dark red gossamer
dress, curls tumbling down her shoulders. When her eyes meet Stingray’s, she
turns away quickly. His breath stops in his throat.
Just before jackknifing into the cold aquarium (his signature entrance)
Stingray feels a lump in his throat as always, something slimy and foreign he
can never quite swallow, and instead of hesitating as the camera’s shatter the
darkness around him he jumps, curling around his knees and plunging, the cold
of the seawater fitting him like a glove. The crowd’s shouts are a distant rumble
now. Bubbles hiss. Staring down, he sees Gog slipping from his den and rising,
his tentacles pink and blue and parachuting around him like an eight-fingered
hand, suckers all in their double rows and glowing like UFOS, and those fleshy
lips opening at the center of Gog’s being, the black beak twitching, the savage
tongue inside.
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Shelley Puhak

The Princess, To Her Pea
The storm whipped blue.
Rain surged through the tips
of my slippers and back
out the heels, but still I came
to city gates, latched like lips.
had to insist was real.

They probed my devotion,
as if twenty mattresses, twenty
featherbeds could keep you
from mottling me purple. Now
green. And I offered you plenty,
even my cheek. Come morning,
climbed down, undressed
for their prince. Newly engraved
and electroplated—my spine.
They marveled: you had loosened
the prongs, popped each vertebrae
and reset it, raw. Even my veins
were raised in revolt. So
very sensitive, pathologically
sensitive, I must be a jewel.

Their prince pulls me atop, rubs
between my folds like sheets. Only
when he flips me back over,
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what he mistakes for moans—
my darling, my little knot of dopamine,
my constant dissatisfaction,

my seed, my sweet Pea. You,
a pearl of a jeweler, and me already
mounted. Bind and bezel me.
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Christine Sneed

Dad's Birthday
Aunt Bernice is my dad’s aunt, not mine as far as I’m concerned, and when she
comes to see us, she always brings her little
He looks like a wrung-out
sponge, but with eyes and a tail, and even when he barks nonstop, she never
tells him to shut it. I’m sure he’s a mutt but she says he’s purebred rom Japan,
though all she knows about Japan is that the people who Eve there are responsible
for Toyotas and Pearl Harbor. Her dog, whose name is Popcorn (which isn’t a
bad name, but she calls him Poppy half the time), always gets into these long
growling and barking sessions aimed at my dog, Lucy, who is about ten times
bigger but lets Popcorn mouth off to her because she just can’t believe he has
the guts to do it.
For some reason that I will never understand, Dad really likes Aunt
Bernice. Mom says it’s because he feels sorry for her. She’s never had a husband
and was dumped right before her wedding day thirty-five years ago by a very
smart guy if you ask me, and because of this we are supposed to keep kissing
her feet and other parts of her lumpy body that are even less pretty. Something
else, she is on a diet. She has been on a diet since before I was born and she also
thinks she has a personal relationship with Jesus and the Apostles because she
has had dreams about them where they sit in her living room and pet her sponge
dog and eat fried chicken that she’s not supposed to be eating because it’s
fattening but she just can’t resist and after all, it’s for a special occasion, because
just how often do Jesus and the Apostles come over for Sunday dinner?
She used to make me go to church with her when she would come and
stay with us for so many days in a row I thought I might have to poison her.
Now that I’m older, I do what I want when she’s here, which is not go to church
or go shopping with her to buy huge bras and support hose and other big-lady
products that you have to get at stores you wouldn’t want to be caught dead in.
But one thing will do is keep my thoughts to myself during the weird, long
prayers she says at the dinner table when she’s praying over the mountain of
biscuits and corn and ham steak on her plate that she makes a big deal out of
cooking for us and then leaving Mom’s kitchen looking like a bomb exploded
in it. And guess what, get to do the dishes. For the privilege of eating her
overcooked food, I get to do the riggin’ dishes.
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I know that the decent thing to do would be to feel sorry for her like
Dad probably does, instead of thinking she’s totally pathetic and mean, which
she is. For one, she had her last dog put to sleep when she ran over his leg with
her car because, even though she felt horrible, she said she couldn’t afford the
vet bills, and two, she says foreign people don’t belong on American soil unless
they are famous or rich because most of them don’t speak English and try to
mooch off of people who pay taxes and social security, people who have never
asked for a hand-out a single day in their lives.
Last year we had an exchange student at school from Venezuela and
another from India and they were both so funny and nice. once asked Bernice
where she thought we’d all come from, and she said, “Downstate, where else?”
I said, “No, where did our ancestors come from?” and she said, “That was a
long time ago and they had no choice because the European kings were going
to kill them if they didn’t come to America. It was different back then and
there was plenty of room, but there isn’t now and trees are dying and the ice
caps are melting because too many people live here.”
She’s insane. Did mention that yet? Mom once told me that she
spent a month in a mental hospital after being ditched by her fiancé, so I
know she doesn’t have it all upstairs. Mom also said that if ever told Dad
that she told me this, she’d ground me for a year. Thea, my older sister who
is so lucky not to have to live at home anymore, thinks that Bernice might be
Dad’s mom instead of Grandma because Bernice was too young when she had
Dad to raise him without everyone in the little po-dunk town where they grew
up treating her and Dad like outcasts. told Thea she’s seen too many lame
movies and no way is Bernice Dad’s mom. If that were true, that would mean
Bernice is our grandma, not our real grandma who died two years ago from
lung cancer but wasn’t a smoker.
Anyway, it’s Dad’s birthday, he’s 42 now, and Bernice has decided to come
up from Watertown to see how miserable she can make us. Mom let me invite
my boyfriend Brian over for the birthday dinner which I’m not sure is the best
idea because he might think that inside, must be like her if she’s in my family.
But if he doesn’t come for dinner, won’t get to see him tonight because have
to stay home and listen to all of Bernice’s corny stories about the time she got a
bat caught in her hairdo and the time she accidentally ate a wax hamburger.
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Mom’s making the dinner at least. She’s not letting Bernice anywhere
near the stove on this visit, she swears, but had her put it in writing because
I don’t want her to give in when Bernice starts going on about the blueberry
and barf surprise cake she just saw in some ladies’ magazine or the new way to
ruin a pot roast that she learned from someone at the electric company where
she answers phones for a living.
The first thing she says to me when she gets here is, “Have you put
on weight, Penny? Your cheeks look chubbier than I remember. Goodness, I
hope you’re not pregnant.”
just stare at her when she says this, my mouth actually hanging open. Mom
lets out a nervous laugh and says, No, no, Penny’s not pregnant.” Who knows
what Dad would
he’s not home. He’s gone out on some mysterious errand
that he wouldn’t tell anyone about, which is more and more common these
days. Mom hopes he’s going on job interviews but doesn’t want to tell us so
we don’t get too excited, but my guess is he’s at the library reading the comics
because he found out not long ago that they’ve got subscriptions to a dozen
newspapers down there and most of them have funny pages. Dad is addicted
to comics, used to want to be a comic strip artist before he got married and
gave up his identity, which is something I’ve actually heard him say to Mom in
more than one fight.
Bernice isn’t done with me yet. “ was watching a news show the other
night where they were talking about how many high schools have daycares now
so that the students with babies don’t drop out. I don’t know if that’s such a
good idea. I was thinking that it might encourage more girls and boys to get up
to mischief.
“Our school doesn’t have a daycare and I’m not pregnant, I finally
manage to choke out. “ use rubbers. Thanks for asking though.”
Mom gives me a funny look and I stare back at her, daring her to say
something but instead she lets out another nervous laugh.
"You're still sassy, aren’t you,” says Bernice, faking a smile. You just
look a little different than you did at Christmas.”
“Oh,” is all say because if said anything else, it would be bad and Mom
would say Brian can’t come over after all. She’d do it too. She is tougher than Dad,
even though deep down, know she likes Bernice about as much as do.
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Bernice is wearing a short skirt. She is at least two hundred pounds
and she is wearing a short skirt, a pink one. And her dog is wearing a matching
At least Lucy is a girl but I wouldn’t put a pink bow on her head; I
wouldn’t put a bow on her head period because she is not a person. All she
wears is her collar with her nametag and rabies tag and that is enough for any
dog.
Bernice has presents too and not just for Dad. She hands one to me
and one to Mom. don’t know. It could be like the last present she gave me,
which was a book of cheers and would be nice enough if I were a cheerleader
and didn’t hate the ones at my school because they are snobs and mean and
talk about everyone who is not a cheerleader behind their backs. This time,
and kid you not, it’s a book about becoming a nun. Devoting Your Life to Jesus
Christ with a picture on the cover of a girl in a nun outfit looking up at the
sky. "It’s a beautiful book, she says after I open it and have gone all bug-eyed.
"Give it a chance. It could surprise you.”
Mom is trying not to laugh. The comers of her mouth are twitching and
she looks down and rips open her gift which is a pair of fuzzy black socks. ’s May
and they’re winter socks but Mom actually takes off the socks she’s wearing and puts
them on and says how soft and warm they are. Bernice is grinning like someone just
handed her a free gold necklace. It’s hard not to feel bad for her sometimes, but the
nun book really ticks me off. ’s as if she thinks ’m dumb enough to get knocked
up or that I’m a skank who’s slept with a hundred guys already. The truth is, despite
the rubbers comment, I haven’t done it yet It’s not that I don’t want to, it’s not that
haven’t done everything else with Brian, but there are some things I worry about
— like yes, getting knocked
which has happened to at least four girls in my class
already, and also there’s nowhere good for Brian and me to go — I don’t want to do it
in
car or go to a sleazy motel, and our parents never go out either, at least not for
long enough for us to risk doing it at home. Sometimes get so close to doing it but
then I chicken out at the last minute because if I did get pregnant, I would run away,
if my parents didn’t find out and kill me first. They’d go after Brian too. Dad would
get in his car,
shouting voice all tuned
and he would yell and then he would
run Brian over in his driveway like a total psycho.
Popcorn has been sniffing around our feet, probably smelling
Lucy on us, but she’s out in the backyard, barking at something, maybe
the Jensens’ cat who likes to sit on top of the fence and meow down
at Lucy who goes wacko trying to get at him. Bernice stoops down
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to pick Popcorn up and kisses him right on the lips. God is that gross. love
my dog too but I'm not going to french her. “Poppy’s been a little nervous
lately,” she says. “I have to make sure he feels safe. Maybe we should keep our
dogs separated?”
Mom nods. “Lucy can stay in the kitchen while you’re here.”
“She’s not going to like that, I say.
“It’s only for a couple of days.
“I think it’s important for Poppy’s peace of mind,” says Bernice.
“Yes, of course, says Mom, her mouth twitching again. “Lucy’s too.”
I’m so pissed go upstairs with my dumb nun book and call Brian
to see how soon he can come over but his cell is off, which drives me up
the friggin’ wall. I wonder why he has to turn it off on a Saturday because
it’s not like he’s in the middle of a press conference or something He says
he sometimes forgets he turned it off for class and leaves it off for half the
night, but I wonder why he doesn’t remember because it’s like he’s not even
thinking that might be calling. He’s not even thinking that he’d like to talk to
me. That’s what it seems like, even if he swears that’s not why. leave him a
message to call me back a-sap because I’m going to become a nun and marry
Jesus if he doesn’t, but bet he’ll take his sweet time. He’s playing soccer or
jerking off or playing Grand Theft Auto with his homeys — the dumbest word
ever invented — but he uses it anyway.
An hour after Bernice descended on us like a plague of blowtorches,
Dad gets home and I go back downstairs to see her go bonkers. Dad has a
new haircut and a new blue button-down shirt and Mom doesn’t say anything
about the money because it’s his birthday and Bernice is here who always gets
these pursed lips when anyone starts to argue and tells us to hug each other
and hold hands and it will all blow over. God do want to shove her from a
speeding car when she says stupid crap like that.
“How handsome you look, Bernice nearly shouts, launching herself
at Dad who has to catch his balance when she throws herself against him.
Popcorn is barking like a lunatic and growling at Dad but Bernice shushes her
sponge-dog. He shuts it for once but stays right where he is and pouts at their
feet.
“It was so nice of you to drive up here for my birthday, says Dad, smiling earto-ear. Why he likes her I will never, ever guess. Maybe it’s because she spoils
him rotten but it’s not like Mom hasn’t done that too.
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“I wouldn’t miss it for the world.”
“It’s only number 42. Forty was a bigger deal.
“Another year is a blessing, Tom. No matter what.”
“ suppose you’re right, but it hasn’t been the best year.”
“Oh come on now. You’ve just had a run of bad luck. Things will turn
around soon, don’t you worry.”
Mom kind of snorts then pretends it’s a cough. Dad knows what’s up
but doesn’t say anything. They spend a lot of time glaring at each other these
days, not bothering to say what they’re really thinking, which I’m glad about,
to tell you the truth. Enough with the yelling already, which went on for about
eight months after Dad got laid off and then it stopped cold which was scary
at first. I have one year of high school left and then I’m gone. love them but
they are a drag. Dad always does stuff that pisses Mom off and doesn’t seem
to care. He’s depressed but secretly, I think he could do something about it.
He could get a job, even if it’s a crap job. Their savings is almost shot and that
means I’m paying for college, but can probably get a scholarship if I go to a
state school, which is fine by me. It’d be nice to have money from them too,
but the main thing is that they don’t get a divorce.
Brian doesn’t call me back. Instead, he comes over at five-thirty which is when
he’s supposed to but I’m pissed and want him to say he’s sorry for blowing off
my phone call. It turns out that he hasn’t even checked his messages because
for the millionth time in a row he forgot to turn his phone back on. Why was
it off, want to know. But he just shrugs. “I was at the mall and didn’t want it
ringing when was in the store talking to the salespeople.”
“What were you buying? I ask, not believing him.
"You’ll find out, he says, smiling like some slutty cheerleader just have
him a blowjob.
I don’t mean to be so crabby but I get like this when Bernice is here.
warned him already, and he promised not to get mad at me. But nothing much
ever seems to bug him; he could be in a room where one person’s running their
fingernails down the chalkboard and another person’s cracking their knuckles
and another person’s asking him five hundred questions about why the wind
blows and why some people don’t like tomatoes and he wouldn’t mind at all.
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'You didn’t have to get my dad a gift if that’s what you were doing.”
“ know, he says, and that’s all he’ll say.
Bernice gives him the pig-eye when I introduce them, probably trying
to figure out if we’ve done it yet, or else trying to see if his soul’s pure or some
like that because she says she can actually tell when people have dirty souls
because they have a funny look on their faces, like they’ve watched too much
porn or lust after animals or something retarded like that.
"You’re a good-looking boy,” she says. "So tall too. I bet the girls run
right after you.”
"No, not really, he says, shaking his head.
"You’re just saying that because my grand-niece is here.”
"No, no, it’s the truth.” He’s kind of blushing now and won’t meet
my eyes. Of course the girls run right after him, but really don’t need to be
reminded of this when I’m already feeling pissy about his phone being turned
off.
"Just remember that you men have all the power in this world, especially
handsome ones like President Reagan before he got so sick. Please don’t take
advantage of us poor girls.” She’s kind of batting her eyes at him but he just
smiles at her, very polite and pretty embarrassed.
"I won’t, he says, taking a speed-peep at me. I fake a smile even if
what feel like doing is clawing out the eyes of someone very specific.
When Bernice got so obsessed with me having sex, I’m not sure.
Usually there’s no mention of me doing anything but studying hard and making
my parents proud. Basically, I’m not supposed to have a life. But Thea’s not
here for her to obsess over instead. She’s not coming over for Dad’s birthday
at all because she has to work, even though she supposedly asked for the night
off.
After Bernice is done grilling him, Brian goes into the living room
to hang out in front of the TV with Dad while I help Mom in the kitchen.
You can bet that Bernice is in there too, bossing us around, but Mom’s just
smiling and pretending she’s listening but doing what she wants to do. get
the potatoes peeled and cut up and in the pot and then have to set the table.
When I’m in the other room putting down plates and forks, see three boxes
all wrapped up with Dad’s name on the tags and Love, Bernice. I pick one
of the boxes up and it’s so heavy I almost drop it. When I shake it, there’s a
dull kind of clinking sound, but whatever’s in there is crammed in pretty solid.
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or else scarves and sweaters that she’s knitted, always with yarn that’s orange
or bright yellow or green, colors that would be fine if he were retarded and
needed to stick out so the cars wouldn’t run him over on his walks around the
neighborhood.
At six-thirty dinner is finally ready. make sure that I sit between Brian
and Dad. Bernice is on Dad’s other side, loading up his plate with Mom’s
food, which is about a hundred times better than anyone else’s in the family,
but Bernice won’t say a word about how great it is because she never does.
It’s pretty sad how some people think that giving someone else a compliment
makes them look lame, as if they’re saying, "By telling you how cool you are,
I’m showing you how dumpy I look in my underwear.” But that’s how she is,
which is another way I’m learning how to be a good person in reverse.
On top of this, my poor dog is locked up in the kitchen while Popcorn
gets to sit under the table and drool on my foot. want to kick him away, but I
realize it’s not his fault that he’s Bernice’s dog and was raised to act like a pain in
the ass. If I’m planning to be a veterinarian, I can’t go around kicking people’s
dogs, even if it might not be as bad as running them over in my driveway.
When Bernice says grace after our plates are filled, Mom says it with
her but she’s an atheist (which Bernice doesn’t know) as of a few years ago
when the towers in New York fell and she decided that if something like that
could be done in the name of God and religion, it must mean God no longer
exists. And Dad never goes to church which means don’t either. Brian is the
only one who goes to church and so he says Amen like he means it and keeps
his eyes down for a long time. When he looks up again, Bernice beams at him
like a crazy woman. “Are you thinking you might want to become a part of
our family?” she says.
The table goes dead quiet and I’m staring at her, my mouth hanging
open— way, way open, for the second time since she got here. "You can’t ask
him something like that, almost yell.
“Why not? She’s smiling like she has no idea why anyone would think
she’s just majorly put Brian on the spot. “It’s good to know his intentions,
don’t you think?”
Brian is turning red and I’m already so red feel like my cheeks just
might burn right off. I so, so wish Thea were here to tell Bernice exactly where
to stick it because she’s done it before and it is a magnificent things let me tell
you,
despite
how mad
it makes Dad. But the thing is, Brian seems to be able
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to handle it. He smiles nicely at her and says, “We’re taking it one day at a
time, ma’am. I think maybe Penny and I are a little young to be talking about
marriage.
Oh my god I love him. He is better and calmer than I will ever be with
Bernice.
“I’ll say you’re a little young,” says Mom. “Maybe ten years from now you two
can talk about marriage.”
“Mom! Ten years is a long time, almost say, but hold it back. I
don’t want to freak Brian out anymore than he already must be.
Mom looks at me. “What? It’s a decision that should be made after you’ve both
gone to college and gotten good jobs, probably in a place far from here. Your
father and were so young when we were married. Too young, frankly.”
“Oh, shush. You don’t really mean that, Linda,” says Bernice, all holier-thanthou. “Count your blessings. Two healthy daughters, a wonderful husband, a
nice home. People would kill for what you have.”
Dad is just sitting there listening to us, which is weird for him since he always
has to tell everyone why and how they’re wrong or uninformed or just plain
insane.
“ do count my blessings,” says Mom. “But still think Tom and I could have
held off for a few more years.
But you didn’t, says Bernice. “That’s the way it was written.”
By whom? says Mom. Who wrote that?”
“Linda,” says Dad, a warning on his face.
No, Tom, just a minute. I’d really like to know who wrote that.”
“God wrote it,” says Bernice, flabbergasted. “Who else?”
‘Let’s just eat,” I say. “Brian doesn’t want to hear us argue. Neither do I.”
Maybe this would be a good time for the presents, says Bernice, all
bright and shiny.
We haven’t finished eating yet, says Mom, staring down at the plate
of roast beef and mashed potatoes that she’s barely touched.
“The food can wait,” says Bernice bossily.
Of course it can, because it’s actually edible! want to scream. could
scream my guts out right
I’d scream until the house fell apart and all that’d
be left is Bernice staggering in the middle of the rubble, holding her sponge
dog in one hand, a hunk of roast beef in the other. I am so embarrassed and
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mad that I want to crumple up into a tiny dust ball and disappear into the rug.
Popcorn is still drooling on my foot and this time can’t keep from kicking
him away. Just a nudge, not a kick. I sneak a look at Brian but he is sitting
there eating as if nothing weird or annoying is going on.
Bernice gets up and carries the birthday presents over one at a time and sets
them in front of Dad. might be ready to clobber her, but I’m still curious
about what she’s giving him. It’s not the usual crap, I can tell. The heavy box
I lifted earlier is probably a set of priceless lead Bibles she dug up in a sacred
junkyard somewhere.
Dad’s smiling and excited about the presents. No matter how lame
they’ll be, he always gets excited. Someone could wrap up an empty egg carton
or a raggedy old T-shirt, and even if he knew what he was getting ahead of
time, he’d still be excited to see everything all wrapped up. As a boy he didn’t
get more than a couple of presents a year because his family didn’t have much
money. Aunt Bernice always gave him a present, which is probably why he
likes her.
Brian’s brought something for Dad too; it’s the first thing he opens and
it’s a cute little portable checkers set. Penny said this used to be your favorite
game.”
Dad’s grinning. “It still is, but I can’t get anyone to play it with me.”
“ would, says Brian.
“ like to play too, says Bernice. “Maybe after the cake the five of us
could have a tournament!”
No way. No way in hell will play in a checkers tournament with
Bernice. That is probably the gayest thing I have ever heard. But Brian nods
and says it’d be fun. I shoot him a look like I’d rather eat my toenail lippings
than spend the whole night with Bernice playing checkers and watching her
drink ginger ale through a straw.
“Open one of mine,” she says. “I think you’re in for a big surprise.”
Dad picks up one of the boxes. They’re all wrapped in blue paper with a
racecar design. “What have you got in here, bricks for me to remodel the
garage?” he laughs.
Bernice doesn’t say anything. Her face has turned a little pink and it
looks like her eyes are watering. If she starts crying, I’m going to throw up.
50
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Dad takes his time pulling off the paper and Bernice sits so still it’s
like she’s holding her breath. Mom is eating, not really watching, but when
Dad takes the top off of the shoe box that’s underneath the paper and just sits
there and stares at what’ inside, Mom looks up. Inside are rolls and rolls of
quarters and dimes, in green and purple paper. “What is this, Bernice?” asks
Dad, confused. “Where did you get all of this? It must be at least a couple of
hundred dollars.”
“Open the other boxes and then I’ll tell you.”
Dad isn’t so slow with the second box. Inside are more rolls of
quarters and dimes and some nickels. He sets it aside with a hard little laugh
and reaches for the third box, smiling at Bernice like he’s more nervous than
excited now. In this box, there’s a bunch of chocolate chip cookies in a plastic
baggy. Underneath, there’s a messy pile of money, a lot of singles and fives.
“What’s going on? says Mom. “Where in the hell did all of this money
come from?”
Bernice looks at her, her eyelids all luttery. When she speaks her voice
is shaky. “Last summer I started holding bake sales outside the Super-Valu.
went to school with the manager and he let me set up a little table on Saturday
afternoons when I told him about your situation. All together, I held ten bake
sales and I also got Father John to let me do a special collection for you and
Tom at the church if I didn’t mind sewing the new curtains for the rectory.
I also had two rummage sales and sold all of my old costume jewelry at a
consignment shop in Milwaukee. I wanted to help you because I know you’ve
had a hard
time of it for quite a while now. I raised $1,426.50, but I had hoped to raise
more.”
Mom and I are gaping at her and Dad is sitting there like a zombie, the
boxes of money open in front of him. Tears are running down his face and
Bernice is crying too and I feel very funny, like I just ran over a squirrel and
can see that it’s still twitching. Brian is the only one of us who hasn’t frozen
up. “That’s amazing, he says. “You raised all of that money yourself?”
“It wasn’t that hard, she said. “I wish it could have been more. But
can do more bake sales this summer.”
“I don’t know what to say,” Dad mumbles. “This is the nicest thing
anyone has ever done for me.”
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"For us,” says Mom.
“Yes, for us, Dad repeats.
"You’re family, says Bernice. "Family should always be there for each
other.”

"You should keep this money,” says Mom. "You worked so hard for

it.”
“Yes, you should,” says Dad. But doubt he means it. Mom does, but
he doesn’t.
“No, no, no! cries Bernice. "This is all for you. Every penny. Use it
for your bills. I know you have them. Buy yourselves something nice too.”
“It’s really cool that you did this,” says Brian, reaching out to touch her
hand. He is so smooth it’s scary. He could be president if he tried, which I’m
not sure like the idea of.
He’s right, of course he’s right, but what he doesn’t get, what Mom and
do get, is that Bernice will now spend the rest of her life saying, "Remember
when held five hundred bake sales for you? Remember when gave you
all that money and helped you during your hour of need? Remember?
Remember?” It’s not that I’m not glad she did this. It’s not that at all, but
know there’s a price tag attached. Dad won’t have to pay anything, but Mom
and I will. Every time she asks if I’ve gotten fat or am I pregnant or tells me
should become a nun or tells Brian how dumb he is to be with someone like
me or tells him he should propose to me or doesn’t say how good Mom’s food
is or locks Lucy up in the kitchen while her dog gets the run of the house.
Maybe I am just a mean, bitchy person who can’t give someone the benefit of
the doubt, who can’t believe that someone might actually be doing nice things
out of. the goodness of their heart and not expect anything back like total
obedience and feet-kissing for the rest of their life. But have known her for
almost seventeen years and she has always made sure that we know just how
many hours a day she spends thinking about us.
What happens then is Mom starts crying too. She gets up and hugs
Bernice and tells her she can’t believe she did all of this. For us. For us! That
she spent her time and money making a million blueberry muffins and banana
breads and apple pies and selling her collection of antique costume jewelry
and sewing the priest all those curtains (which kind of gets me - why didn’t
Bernice’s wonderful priest just let her do the collection without making her
work for him? And I wonder what kind of crazy lie she made up to get him
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to agree to it. Other dads are out of work, I’m sure. She must have told that
priest quite a whopper but we will never know what it was.) Dad gets up and
hugs them both at the same time and Popcorn starts jumping on their legs and
barking, which sets Lucy off in the kitchen. Brian and I just sit there and look
at them. After a little while, he motions for me to get up and hug Bernice too,
but don’t want to. It feels too fake. I am happy that my parents have some
more money but it doesn’t mean that Dad will have a job any sooner. It might
even take him longer now that he can count on Bernice to do her bake sales
or even worse, he’ll want Mom and me and Thea to have bake sales and then
get mad if we don’t want to do them. Oh my god what a pain in the ass that
would be.
When refuse to budge, Brian gets up and hugs her. He and Bernice
and my parents are in this group hug and know that I have to join in or else I
will never hear the end of it. I get up and hug them for a few seconds before
I start picking up plates and going into the kitchen where Lucy jumps up and
pushes past me and runs into the dining room. Then Popcorn starts growling
and hear a yelp and some more growling and can’t help it but feel a little
better. Dad yells at Lucy and Bernice yells at Popcorn and the group hug is
finally over when Dad drags Lucy back into the kitchen.
After we’ve had the cake and more crying has happened, Brian and
are set free. There won’t be a checkers tournament tonight because Dad wants
to go to the movies for the first time in months. It’s his birthday and if Bernice
doesn’t mind, they’ll use twenty-four of her bake sale dollars for their three
tickets. Brian and I don’t get to stay at the house by ourselves because of the
money and because of my bed. We either have to go with them or out we go
until he has to drop me back off at eleven-thirty.
In the car, Brian is quiet until I force him to tell me why he’s being
weird, as if I didn’t know. “You could be nicer to her, he says. “She did
something really cool for you guys.
“I know she did, but that doesn’t mean I have to like her now.”
"You could try.”
"You met her once. You don’t know how crappy she can be.”
""I have some idea. But she’s trying to be better, don’t you think?”
""What kind of weirdo brings all those rolls of quarters and dimes? Why
couldn’t she have taken the money to the bank and had a check printed up?”
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/yr/vol17/iss1/27
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"She wanted to be dramatic, I guess.”
"Yes, she definitely did.
"That’s not a crime, Penny. So what if she wanted to make a statement.
No matter what you think about the way she gave your dad and mom the
money, she was very generous.”
He’s right, once again, but don’t feel like saying so. don’t want to
admit that she did something I never, ever thought of doing. That she had
those good ideas without saying a word to us and then gave up the money
from the days and days of baking and sewing and standing around outside
the grocery store, which she did on top of her regular job. She surprised me,
shocked me really, and have to rethink all of the bad thoughts I’ve had about
her and guess what, don’t feel like it.
"She loves you guys, Penny,” says Brian. "She’s wild about all of
you.
"I doubt that.”
"I don’t.”
"Whatever you say.”
"Lighten up.
"Maybe.” I look out the window. We’ve been driving through
downtown Hillview, all eight blocks of it, and I don’t know where we’re going.
'You want to head back to my place?”
He smiles. "We could.”
"Maybe we shouldn’t.”
"They’ll be gone for two hours.”
"I know, but I don’t feel like risking it.”
He says nothing.
"Don’t be mad,” say.
"I’m not.
"We could go see a different movie.”
"All right. He turns the car around and in a few minutes, we’re at the
multiplex that sits on the highway between Hillview and Sill’s Creek. He buys
our tickets and we sit in the back so we can make out if we want to but tonight
I don’t really feel like it. He doesn’t seem to either. In a theater a few yards
down the hall, know my parents are sitting with Bernice in between them,
each of them thinking about that money. would guess Mom is worrying that
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Dad will be even less interested in looking for a job, but maybe I’m wrong.
Maybe she’s just happy that Bernice came to rescue them from some of their
bills and the scowls and angry silences that have been mounting up like dirty
dishes no one can scrub clean enough. Maybe she’s thinking how lucky she is.
Or maybe she’s not thinking at all for a little while and is watching the movie.
I want to ask Brian what he thinks but he doesn’t look at me when lean into
him. wish we had gone back to my house instead of to the movie, but that’s
not what we did. could tell him I’ve changed my mind but doubt he’d want
to go now that we’re here.
reach over and take his hand and he squeezes
mine back, but he still won’t look at me. I lean close and breathe in his smell,
keeping my head on his shoulder until my neck gets stiff and the movie is
halfway over. I love him but don’t say it. Sitting in the dark with a bunch
of strangers around us, don’t know if there’s anything I can say to make him
think that I’m a good person.
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Melissa Barrett

J

Visible Speech
—Alexander Graham Bell first thought of the telephone as an instrument
that would allow him to communicate with his deaf wife, Mabel

First there was the botched job of hitching Mabel’s
Ear to anything but isthmus
& tundra, the job of giving voice to leather billets
And a tulip’s shudder.

Then the fallen Ohioan, keening with eyes flat &
Lean as Bible paper.

As I stepped into that room, the cords uncoiled
& twitched in their casing.

The cochlea slept; the walls hummed, suffused
With prayer. I measured
The balance in a demitasse cup—a dozen soldiers
Would attest to the low

Buzz above a paltry shoulder, a birthmarked
Thigh—I planned for
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Every variable but one. I planned for someone
Else to invent the way
From death. I, too, left my wife a widow. Mabel,
Who spoke as lay
Dying. Mabel, who couldn’t hear the motor
But believed in flight.
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Russel Swensen

from Post Script
Tell me how love happens at all. Not why it doesn’t last or what goes wrong.
Tell me how tenderness, tell me what it is. I know she tried. God knows why.
was such an unregenerate son of a bitch. I made her cry. While I dragged my car
through an entire line of cars near Runyon Canyon. I hit so many cars that night.
She was shaking. It was a night like any other. Sad little trees grew in me and
turned black. Someone needs to take them to the curb. Someone needs to get
rid of the trees. I keep finding the bodies of squirrels and I’m responsible. They
lie pitted and strange in the public parks. I notice them now. But I never noticed
anyone hurting all the squirrels. I’m going on record as saying this is all related.
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That the sound of chimes is a black sound. That it is the wind begging you to
miss it. That the gasp is music. And people want to think silence is music. That
absence sings. It’s silly. It’s not true. But the desire persists. At the Chalet, she
told me “all we have is now.” Drew it on a napkin. Would you like to see the stick
figures or my resemblance to them. In the drawing she made of her band I was
the x’s flying off the drums. I was the noise. The disturbance. The discordant
what now motherfucker. Would you like to see the teddy bear she bought me with
eyes the color of glue. He was a dead teddy bear. He carried his heart in a burlap
sack and held a black rose. Reader, would you like to hold it
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Diane Lefer
Sweet City
In Chinatown, one New Years, some people sat in glassed-in restaurants
eating dumplings and Peking duck, one eye on the street. Outside, those of us
without money waited in the cold for dark to fall and bring lion dancers and
dragons and thundering drums. Firecrackers burst in the air. was not the sort
of New Yorker to miss a thing, so was the one who saw her, the woman who
covered her ears, then her face, who stood shaking, looking for the way out of
the crowd. Explosions burst around us. I led her to a quiet street where she stood
crying. "I come from Belfast, she said.
Years pass, and now I’m a dragon dancer, too. And we’re going to have
to get rid of Celeste because she hates the rich. Actually, we all
but think
we hate Them as a class, while she hates each individual with a particularized
individual resentment, which might be all right, except she lets it show.
We create visual spectacles and fantasies. Tonight, we’re doing a bar
mitzvah at the Harvard Club. We are a dragon, all of us underneath the body,
in our Chinese slippers and black tights. This is a dragon with many legs like a
centipede—and we scamper across the floor, our right legs moving in precision,
then the left. We ripple. Celeste is directly in front of me and when see her
body
it’s my cue to begin to go down. We create a wave, up and down, and
moving forward all the time. This requires the grace that comes of muscular
control but I’m not a dancer or a performer, just someone who’ll take any parttime job. sometimes think we’re just warm bodies filling the dragon’s skin and
frankly, I don’t mind being a warm body. And don’t mind when the adolescent
boys come running under the skin to join us, more interested in being part of
the dragon than watching. “Get the hell out of here,” Celeste says and fouls our
rhythm by shoving one boy and giving another a kick.
Now realize the rich like to be hated a little. Our envy reassures them that
they need not covet our freedom. We’re here to give pleasure—a piquant pleasure, I
hope—and we’re being paid to hate just a little. We can’t go too far. There’s a very
narrow, very subtle line. Unlike Celeste, I am scrupulous. I beat in mind that the rich,
who travel the city in taxicabs, are always hemmed in between buildings. They never
have the thrill of emerging from underground into the open and dazzling light.
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Celeste kicks. If the kids say anything to their parents, we may not work
again. She’s too hostile. If anyone has cause to be, do. Earlier this evening, I
was on the dance floor as Delilah, bearing on my shoulders the nine-foot-high
structure of a femme fatale, surrounded by a tent of flowing synthetic fabric just
sheer enough to let me see, more or less, surmounted by her huge papier-mache
head and headdress, her pouting lips painted bright red and obviously alarming
to your typical 13-year-old boy, especially when he’s with his matured female
classmates in their busty strapless gowns. The boys took to punching Delilah in
the area where they expected to find her breasts; inside the costume, what they
got was my head. Reeling, I spun away to dance in the direction hoped was
nearer the adults.
I spin and dance, can’t quite see where, hoping not to bump into tables,
knock over floral arrangements, give offense.
In Chinatown, the dragons dance for the Year of the Horse. One year another
woman cried out and trembled and told me, "I’m all right, really. It’s just that
Beirut is my home.”
Chinese New Year comes again and again, years of the Rat and Tiger and
Mouse and Pig, and women cry because they come from Baghdad and Bosnia.
You are where I come from. You are the place I left.
. My New York birthplace, you used to thrill me. How open you were,
yet how ungiving and how sealed. would find myself saying I want to go home
when I was already lying in my bed. And you—you were a lover turning his
attentions elsewhere without ever actually telling me to go.
In California cried for you. The Towers. Battery Park. Sweet city:
impenetrable and glowing.
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Jeanne Marie Beaumont

Briar Rose's Little Song to Monsieur Scissorhands

Cheer up, mon shears, come carve the crispy duck,
Open the wine. I'll help you with your glass.
When you worked the boulevard, down on your luck,
Snipping silhouettes of snickering tourists,
I craved the cutting-edgeness of your deeds.
What’s past is mincemeat
So what you squeak
When it’s damp or that my face is bleeding
Because you brushed a cobweb from my cheek.
I’m not afraid to let my heart be frayed
By passion’s handling. If trimming pubic hair
To a fleur-de-lis is your preferred foreplay,
I’m stem. If you tame my brood of shaggy poodles—
I’ll grease your palms. Since you overcame the brambles,
Planted that hearty kiss, you’re bound. You’ll stay.
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Jay Udall
The Rule ofAttraction

Don’t kick the rattlesnakes! Now you’ve done it—
they’re circling you, the not-snake among them.
Now Thelonius Monk rises
from his piano, begins spinning,
leaves the stage—and the stage follows.
Thunder comes through the clear walls
and a bug with an orange triangle
for a back travels the kitchen sink’s lip,
the world passing through us as we pass
in electromagnetic push-pull.
Near and far, bodies bend space, alluring,
while the Giant watches without eyes,
with eyes of blue fire, dull white, black.
But how did you and the snakes change
into—raccoons, are you? I see you see
me, you leap from the circle and run
this way, my human daughter.
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Stephanie Dickinson
1912

His woman stirs his cornmeal mush. He loves looking at her as he drinks the
farmer’s coffee from the blue-speckled pot, dark and harsh. Her body slender
after three children, her hair the color of creekwater coiled, those blue eyes
whose salt he likes to taste. Not for the first time he wonders if a husband and
wife who share this flesh hunger are unnatural. Especially living a half mile
from the First Moravian Church near Ely, Iowa. It kindles the man in him to
see the pale flash of her forearm. He has put his tongue there. Like a whore
son. He loves to clean her. He gets up, stokes the corncobs in the cook stove.
First light comes, chores waiting. No time for her to comb her fingers through
the his hair, follow the shirt collar to overall. She kneels to help him on with
his boots. No talk. The children are getting up. It is a word-starved time, things
of silk and meringue and moth wings not spoken of. Named are hoof, manure
heap, hillock, nettle, dill. Now she is standing at the stove. He approaches her.
I could eat this woman, all cartilage and muscle and curve. Or harness tuffs of her hair,
have her again in the hen coop. To him her buttocks are leavening bread, her ass two
cleaved loaves. Her breasts tender pullets. He tells her today he’ll clear the tree
from the north field so they can plant, he’ll dynamite the stump.

When he leaves this kitchen she will never again see him on his feet. In the
field the dynamite charge goes off before he reaches cover. He f
thinking
of the chicken coop and his wife picking eggs, reaching under that feathered
darkness to cradle what comes from the hen womb. He and his wife take each
other on the startling straw as a tree splinter drives itself into his brain.
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Tory Adkisson
The Stuff ofNightmares

A manticore mottles the earth along its belly
& my own darkness with it. How can I continue to act

blind when the sand whips across the dune
grass like a wraith, or an augury’s marbled

whistle? Grendel might drag me from a mead hall

tonight by my hair & cut his teeth on my gristle
before a single dragon lurches from its cave to gnaw on

my entrails. They’ll glitter like beryl. Maybe then

a zombie will drag me back to his grave, let me rest awhile.
I’ve grown tired of gulping each breath like a mermaid

washed ashore. I’ll lie about love, or anything

having to do with it, for a chance at drinking blood—
yours, mine, some other cruel master’s. See how it sparkles

at dusk like champagne in a human-shaped flute.

Pretending I’m more trouble than I’m worth is scary enough
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without stating at your leonine torso & mothball eyes.
I’m afraid of the hydra’s many heads, of the boogeyman
drooling poison beneath my bed. The ghost

in my closet. I’m most afraid of you, your sasquatch body
& basilisk brain, how the right words can give me

sanctuary & take it away. Your jack-o-lantern head holds
as much fire as mysteries. Yet it’s dimming dark.
Here, bite off my fingers so they can be your candles.
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Jacob Oet
Conifer Hands

Deda Adik has sailor hands.
I am about to walk into the woods.
Conifer hands. My grandfather’s hands.
I state at a heap of charcoal surrounded by a ring of stones. These are
the bones of a once-fierce fire. I choose a piece of charcoal from the top of
the heap. I find a log and etch the first line of a poem into the patched surface.
The summer is asphalt. The charcoal crumbles under my finger leaving a dry
residue under my nails, as if I had been working in the garden.
When I was seven, Deda Adik guided my wrists with his strong grip.
I raised a cooking fire under his direction. That evening the smell of hotdogs
drifted up from the picnic tables in his yard. The meat was soft between my
lips, and juice squirted on my chin when I bit in.
I rise from the log and wander down a path of scattered stones, looking
for the beginnings of a path, the entrance into the woods. On the way, I stop
to gently squeeze the leaves of firs. I remember the feel of his soft palms on
the back of my hand. As I walk around, sweat collects behind my eyelids, and
they thicken in the sun like mud. I catch myself blinking quickly and wipe an
eye with my pinky. I blink mote, and move on. Some minutes later, I reach the
entrance. The path is rocky. Framed by knotted trees, it looks like a doorway
leading into the darkness. I make a step to walk inside, then stop. I lower my
foot and turn around. The sun rests on my eyelashes.
I remember feeling like wax as the heat licked my face.
Deda Adik has soft, leafy palms, and twig fingers covered with calluses. A
shadow drifts over the forest path, and I mistake it for the shadow of a kite.
Leaves blow overhead. I walk past fallen branches, bare, like broken electrical
wires. The branches twist terribly. They have become vines.
I stop by a perfect climbing tree, consider it, and move on. I am too
heavy now. In addition, I want to preserve, the sense of peace. I don’t want to
breakany branches, those branches that look so much like arms. Patches of sky,
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like blue stars, peek through the trees. The trees are bare, but still alive, I know.
I can’t help thinking of fossils. Deda Adik has very little hair on his body.
I reach a clearing, full of tall, dreamy grass. Slowly cattails sway in the
swirling breeze, beckoning me through the narrow path. As I weave between
the waving walls, a cattail brushes my elbow, the color of straw. eye a group
of red berries, teardrop-small, dangling from a vine. The sun lights them
brilliantly, so that they become part of the sun. touch one and think of
embers skirting up from a fire, stopped in mid-flight. I think of Baba Bella’s
garden, and her large, luscious tomatoes. have been scared for a while now.
follow the trail into the forest. When did the dirt turn to mud? Crab-apples
are scattered over the ground. One is split open, farm-green exterior and deep
red inside. Once when was young, Deda Adik pulled up a weed, roots and all,
from the garden, Baba Bella’s garden. He said, “These are the roots.”
In a ditch made by a tractor—it must have gone deep in mud and
backed out—there is a golden pool of water. put my fingers in and I think
of the distinct feel of sun-warmed cider against my skin. Flies skirt above
the ditch, occasionally dipping into the surface and jerking above it. Their
ripples are soft and don’t even reach the sides. The ditch is two feet wide, two
feet deep, seven feet long. Deda Adik, six foot tall, strong, thick Deda Adik
could fit in it. shiver, but bend in closer, until my nose is nearly level with the
surface. Small roots extend out from the sides of the ditch. Thousands of tiny
white hairs float lifelessly, detached from the arms of roots.
can see Baba Bella’s tractor making marks in mud, see her going
down the path as if the whole woods were her garden. can see her checking
the leaves for disease or frailty, forcefully uprooting any plant that looked
unhealthy. I can see her wearing her sleeveless kitchen apron, working with
brown wrists and white knuckles.
I have a vivid memory from around the time was ten. I was sitting
in my grandparents’ kitchen, and humid air floated through the open sliding
glass doors. The doors were always open in the summer. I was eating a bowl
of raspberries, fresh from Baba Bella’s garden, minutes ago picked and washed
especially for me. Then a small, white spider crawled out from between the
tiny hairs of a raspberry. I think wanted to cry. Instead I just tipped the bowl
upside-down in the sink, letting the red berries fall over the drain. I spent
hours washing the juice out of my skin.
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I guess right and wrong didn’t exist at my grandparents’ house. There was my
Deda Adik and Baba Bella, and there was me. There were rarely butterflies at
my grandparents’ house. I felt frail things weren’t allowed. I thought of the
spider and felt I was very frail. Deda Adik doesn’t care about spiders! But I’m so
scared. I’m scared now, more than a child knows how to be scared. I grew
up, every summer under the familiar roof of the house Deda Adik built by
hand, shielded from the darker sides of life. Whenever something broke in the
kitchen, out came the broom! Baba Bella was always there to sweep the bad
things up. Deda Adik was always there to gently relocate a daddy-long-legs
with his conifer hands. Summer, I remember, was always so golden!
I fear for the future. I’m not ready to face the darker patches of the
world. So I hold onto the memories.
I walk deeper into the woods, past aisles of conifer hands. Wet leaves
shake in the wind, and I continue walking.
A thin, delicate carpet of red, dead pine needles covers the dirt. The
blue sky is interspersed with clouds behind a fence of branches.
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Barry Hannah Fiction Contest Prize Winner
Contest Judge: William Gay

Marylee Macdonald
The Pancho Villa Coin
With their thin arms and caved-in stomachs, barefoot Indians advanced across
the cane fields, hacking left and right with their machetes. My father drove the
highway’s centerline and gestured with his cigarette. “That’s where your sugar
comes from, Janet. The sweat and tears of those poor sons-of-bitches. The
world’s a tug-of-war between the oppressed and the oppressors!”
I picked up my journal, a spiral notebook with a brown, water-stained
cover.
On the way to Vera Cruz we saw exploited Indians.
This was Mexico, 1958, and even before the trip, knew a great deal
about these Indians. In eighth grade, we had studied the Aztec and Mayan
civilizations. I even made a papier-mâché pyramid like the one my father had
just taken my mom and me to see in Cholula, but I worked on my project
before he came home from the waterfront. The moment I heard him open the
door, slid the pyramid under my bed. If I’d shown it to him, he’d think I was
trying to get an A, and that would have made him feel bad. When Father was
my age—thirteen—he’d been kicked out of Roswell Military Academy in New
Mexico, and he was sensitive about his lack of education. That was part of the
reason for the trip, to show me that not everyone in the world had it as good as
did. With the windows cracked open and two inches of humid air streaming
in, I’d had about as much education as I could take. Insects splatted against the
windshield. Then, there was a scrape and a sound like a smashed can.
“Son. Of. A. Bitch!” my father said. “I hope that’s not the oil pan. In
the rearview mirror, his blue, washed-out eyes sought mine. “If the oil pan
blows, I’m putting you in charge. You and your mother stay in the car with the
doors locked. I’ll hitch a ride to the next Pemex. Use the lead pipe if anyone
tries to break in.”
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""Fine,” I said. Nothing bad would happen. The Mexican people were
nice, especially the boys. My mom and me would be stuck in the car, and I
would be bored out of my mind. It was hot, and I wanted to jump in a pool.
My mom had been leaning against the window, her arms tightly folded. Her
hair—matted, curly, and gray—reminded me of her winter lambskin coat. She
looked over at the speedometer, and then, frowning through her glasses, stared
at my father.
""What?” he said.
""Is the car okay? she said.
""We hit another wash-out, he said.
""Are you going to stop?
""No,” he said.
"You could stop,” she said.
""As long as the oil pan’s not punctured,” he said, ""I think we’ll make it.”
""Rex, I’m in quite a bit of pain.”
That meant she had to pee.
""Hold it, he said.
""If you see a gas station...”
""There won’t be one till we get to Vera Cruz.”
had huevos revueltosfor lunch and a Nehi orange, wrote in my journal.
Although my father was unpredictable, I could absolutely count on
one thing: We would never, ever stop between lunch and the place we were
going to spend the night. We had taken a lunch break at a roadside stand where
two boys charged five centavos to let me touch an iguana suspended by a rope
around its neck. The heat made my mom thirsty, and she washed down her
eggs with two entire Cokes. I had a sip of Nehi orange and poured the rest on
the ground so wouldn’t be tempted. Father never let us stop if we had to use
the bathroom, and as I had foreseen, once we hit the road again, he blew past
every gas station. My tongue felt cottony and my throat burned, but at least I
wasn’t in pain. leaned forward, so that my head was between the two of them,
and rested my chin on my arms.
"Can we get a hotel with a swimming pool? asked.
"I need to stop at a bank and cash a traveler’s check, my father said.
"But, Rex,” my mother said, "isn’t it Sunday?”
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Father blew out a stream of smoke in her direction. He tossed me his
empty Camel’s wrapper. “Here’s a camel for your scrapbook.
“Actually think it might be a dromedary” said.
“Then why does it say "Camel’ on the pack?” he said.
"I don’t know, said.
"Then listen to your old man,” he said. "It’s a camel.”
My mother’s shoulders shifted, and she cleared her throat.
She didn’t have to tell me. I could think what wanted. Just don’t set
him off.
I sniffed the pack, tore off the cellophane, and pulled apart the seam so
that could lay the wrapper flat. The sweet smell of raw tobacco reminded me
of gingerbread, and loved the picture of the exhausted, cranky dromedary.
Its knees looked like they were about to buckle in the desert’s relentless heat.
The big pyramid right by the dromedary’s tail reminded me of the one Cheops
built. But that was Egypt, and all the pyramids in Giza had smooth sides.
The Mexican pyramids had steps that led up to a sacrificial altar where priests
performed their sacrifices, tearing the hearts out of young girls.
""How’s it going back there? my father said.
""Fine,” I said. Fine, fine, and more fine. Everything had to be fine.
The back seat looked like the inside of my desk back in junior high:
colored pencils, a Strathmore drawing pad, scissors, and the red, leather
scrapbook where pasted in postcards, matchbook covers, and ticket stubs. The
scrapbook was different from my journal. My dad didn’t check the scrapbook,
but he insisted on reading my journal every few days, just to make sure hadn't
left out something would want to remember later. The journal was for him,
but the scrapbook was for me. I squeezed mucilage from the angled, rubber
top and pasted the cigarette wrapper next to a postcard of a church in Orizaba
where we’d stopped the night before.
liked Orizaba. I wished we could have stayed there longer than one
night.
The Pico de Orizaba is covered with snow. At 18,490 feet, it is the tallest mountain
in Mexico.
When we pulled into Orizaba, my mother got busy unpacking her
suitcase and told me to go out to the hotel pool by myself. It was cool, and at
first, thought the water might be too cold, but my father would have gotten
angry if didn’t get in, so did. Backstroking, could see the volcano. Girl
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twins who did not look alike came running out when they heard me splashing
around. One year older than me, the twins had just emerged from the jungles
of the Yucatan. Their father, an archeologist, had discovered a new pyramid
at Mayapan, and they had held string and helped him take measurements. The
red spots on their legs came from leeches.
Karen, the oldest twin by six minutes, noticed the way my breasts were
pooching out of my swim top. "Your mom should buy you a larger suit.”
“She will, I said, “but they don’t sell suits here in the local markets.”
In the markets, Indian women sit on the ground and sell black pottery, flowered
blouses, and rebozos.
“I’ll be relieved to get back to civilization,” Karen said. “My suit’s all
mildewy.” She snapped her bikini top.
“ prefer the jungle.” The other twin, Marion, slipped down into the
water and said “brrrgh! She had on a one-piece like me, but she wasn’t spilling
out of it. Her wavy, permed hair looked like the mom on Father Knows Best.
“I’m going to be an archeologist,” Marion said.
“ want to be one, too.” had wanted to study archeology ever since I
was eleven and read The March of Archeology. The author, C.W Ceram, had a lot
of stuff about Heinrich Schliemann and the discovery of King Tut’s tomb in
the Valley of the Kings. There was a curse on the tomb, and two of the three
archeologists had bad luck, like dying. I wanted to stay in Orizaba—These were
the only two girls my age I’d seen in five weeks!—but my father said it was a
dumpy town with no action.
In Orizaba twins who didn’t look alike were staying in our same hotel.
At dinner, the man in charge of the restaurant put our parents at one
table and us girls at another. Two weeks ago, I came down with Montezuma’s
revenge, and ever since then, the only thing my mom had let me eat was
scrambled eggs. Tonight, she thought was over it and said I could have
tamales. I made up my mind to eat in a hurry so I could have another swim.
The pool had a diving board, and maybe there’d be some cute Mexican boys. I
wanted to practice my jackknife and see if the twins could do flips.
At the grownups’ table, their father said, “I’m Dr. Arnold Brinkerman,
a lowly professor in the Department of Archeology at the University of New
Mexico.”
“My name’s Rex Elmo Stone, my father said. “Don’t know if you’re
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aware of this, but in Latin, 'Rex' means King.”
''Does he always introduce himself like that?” Karen whispered. She
had painted her nails before dinner and changed into a three-tiered, ruffled
fiesta skirt.
''Not always,” said. Just most of the time. Feeling my face grow hot, I
tucked my chin and took a forkful of rice. Thank goodness my mother wasn’t
insisting on huevos revueltos. That would have been embarrassing.
My mother twisted the hem of her napkin. A rooster piñata with curly
red-and-blue feathers hung from the ceiling. She kept looking up at it as if she
wanted to take a stick and give it a good whack. My father was getting on her
nerves.
"Your mother’s kind of quiet, Marion said.
“She’s shy.” put a hand to my cheek, wanting to protect my mom and
hoping they wouldn’t examine her face and comment on that, too.
“Our mother didn’t come on this trip, Marion said. “We think our
parents are getting a divorce.”
“Why? said.
“She’s tired of pulling off leeches.” Karen looked at her nails. “Besides,
she has a rich boyfriend.”
“But she’s married,” said.
“What does that have to do with anything?” Karen said.
Marion shrugged. “Grownups. They think they can hide stuff.”
“Our mother thought it was a big secret,” Karen said.
“He still loves her. Marion looked pityingly at her father.
Wearing khaki shorts and holding the ankle of a leg he’d pulled onto
his knee, their father, whose big ears made it seem like he was hanging on my
father’s every word, rocked back in his chair. My father was a good head taller
and fifteen years older, with broad shoulders and a stomach he liked me to
punch to see if he could “take it.” His hair had turned white during the war,
and he told Dr. Brinkerman he’d been a Marine. Actually, he’d served in the
Merchant Marine, loading and unloading cargo. He shifted to another topic:
the longshoreman’s union, the I.L.WU. He could go on about the union for
hours.
My father had met my mother, an elementary school teacher who’d
moved out to California from Colorado, at Playland at the Beach. They’d been
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put in the same car for the ride through the "Tunnel of Love. Sometimes, my
mom would get a wistful look and tell that story, but in Orizaba, my mother
sat with her shoulders drawn in, dabbing her weepy eye with a handkerchief. A
scar on the right side of her face pulled like the elastic neckline of her flowered
dress. Before she met my father, she had been married to a different man,
whom she’d had to move out west to escape. She was lucky to have met my
father, she said, because, otherwise, she wouldn’t have had me. The scar came
from right after I was born. My father joked about her running into a door.
"Mom! I raised my hand.
Marion and Karen looked at each other. Karen whispered, "Do you
have to raise your hand if you want to ask a question?
"It’s polite, said.
My father shook his finger. "You’re interrupting an adult conversation.
'Yes, Sir,” said. My father had been born with water on the brain, and
his mother died when he was two. Most of his life he’d lived in El Paso with
his Aunt Mamie, but she sent him to Roswell Military Academy because she
couldn’t handle him. He’d been raised without a father figure, my mother said.
That was why he was the way he was, and we had to be patient.
My mother smiled lopsidedly in my direction, then folded her napkin
and put it on the table. "That was a tasty dinner.”
raised my hand again.
'Yes, Janet?” she said.
"Is my forty-five minutes up yet?
She checked her watch. "I think it’s safe to go in the water.”
The twins looked at each other, and Karen whispered, "Do they always
treat you like a baby?
I shrugged. "My mother does.”
My father slapped Dr. Brinkerman on the shoulder, almost knocking
him from his chair. "Let me buy you a drink, Doc. Pick your poison. Tequila
or mescal.”
The archeologist relaxed the squint of his forced smile, picked up his
Dos Equis, and took one last swig. He looked at his daughters. "I think I’d
better call it a night.
"Oh, come on,” my father said. "My wife can sit by the pool.”
"Janet will sleep better with a swim,” my mother said. "It won’t be any
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trouble to watch your daughters.”
“The twins have been in the water enough today Dr. Brinkerman
said. “If they swim anymore, they’ll turn into fishes.
My father said, “I never met a man I didn’t like and who didn’t like me,
and I won’t take offense, even though normally do when a man won’t let me
buy him a drink.”
Dr. Brinkerman blanched. “It’s just that I’ve had a long day.
“Rex, my mother said, you’ve had a long day, too.”
“Party poopers,” he said. “All right, Lorrie. You go to bed. I’ll be along
in a minute.”
My mother looked at me. We knew what that meant.
The twins and Dr. Brinkerman were staying in another wing of the
hotel, but while Karen ran back to their room to get something to write their
address on—so I could send them a postcard—my mother told Dr. Brinkerman
we’d just come from Mexico City.
“Oh, really?” he said. “Did you drive down the west coast, then?”
We went to a goat ranch near Hermosillo and I got to pet the baby goats. They were
very cute.
My father had been coming to Mexico on his own for years, and this
was the first time he’d brought us. We’d driven down through the Sonoran
desert and stopped in Hermosillo to visit one of my dad’s friends, a Yaqui
Indian who lived on a goat ranch and who’d fought with Pancho Villa. Then,
we’d gone to Acapulco, “where Rex had some business,” my mother told
Dr. Brinkerman. After that, we’d driven up to the capitol, Mexico City, then
dropped down to the east coast. Vera Cruz was our last stop before heading
home. She traced a triangle in the air. “That’s our trip.”
“Sounds like you’ve covered a lot of ground. Dr. Brinkerman
looked back in the direction my father had gone. "Your husband’s quite the
character.”
“He is that. My mother dabbed her eye. “Rex is one of a kind.

Thepoliticalsystem in Mexico is controlled by wealthyfamilies. Elections are rigged
by the P.R.I.
My father’s letters-to-the-editor appeared frequently in the San Francisco
Chronicle. My mother typed them and checked for spelling errors. The year
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before, he had taken us to Washington, D.C. for a lesson in democracy so I
would appreciate the many freedoms most Americans took for granted. He
showed me the Bill of Rights in the Library of Congress and said any citizen of
the United States had just as much right to speak his mind as Joseph McCarthy.
The place he wanted to show me the most was the F.B.I. headquarters. The
F.B.I. was tapping the phones of his union’s leadership. Maybe even ours, he
thought. “J. Edgar Hoover thinks he’s such a big shot, my father said. “Let
him come out on the sidewalk, and I’ll show him who’s boss. My father had
spent the entire time we were in Washington being mad.
But this year was different. This year, he wanted to enjoy himself, and
he wanted the vacation to give me an international perspective.” Besides,
thirteen was an impressionable age, he said, and a trip to Mexico would help
me with my accent. My father wanted me to speak Spanish like a native. Before
his Aunt Mamie sent him to Roswell, he had picked up Spanish on the streets
of El Paso and Juarez. As I fell asleep, I heard him over in the cantina, singing
his version of La Cucaracha” with some Mexican men.
When I’d first started learning Spanish back in seventh grade, he’d
translated the lyrics, so sang along silently, the words and the melody ringing
in my ears.
La Cucaracha, la Cucaracha
Ya no puede caminar
Porque lefalta, porque lefalta,
Marijuana quefumar.
When he explained what the words meant, Father had staggered around,
clutching his chest and acting silly. The cockroach smoked so much marijuana,
he made himself all relaxed and couldn’t walk to save his life. Watching him act
like a clown in the circus, I laughed the way did when he tickle-tortured me,
except the laughing felt better because I could stop before wet my pants.
***

He had been a better father when I was young. When I was five or
six, he’d take me down to the waterfront to fish, and we’d sit on the wharf’s
creosoted timbers and let our feet swing above the water. He praised me for
baiting my own hook, and he showed me how to tie on the red-and-white
plastic bob. Sometimes, my mom and I would meet him for dinner and he’d
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take us to Alioto’s on Fisherman’s Wharf. If we came early, he’d zip me around
Pier 44 in his jitney, and once, he took me down in a ship’s cargo hold.
The other thing liked about my father was that he told me things
most grownups wouldn’t, things my mother certainly wouldn’t have told me,
and that made me feel like an adult. Which is to say, trusted. When asked him
what marijuana was, he said poor Negroes smoked it. "Did you ever smoke
it? I asked. "Yes,” he’d said. During the war, he’d smoked "reefer, which was
a kind of cigarette, only stronger. After the war, he’d switched to Camel’s. That
night in Orizaba, my father’s smoke-deepened voice snarled softly along the
corridors and through my open windows, and the next morning, my mother
lamented that his singing had made it hard for her to sleep.
"I slept fine,” I said.
Mother had come in my room to keep from waking him, and she was
folding my clothes and putting them in my suitcase. "He started acting up in
Acapulco, she said. "I’m just so tired of it, could scream.”
***

Acapulco was the first corner of the triangle.
We caught a sea turtle.
Father had taken me out deep-sea fishing, and just as we were about to
cross the blue-water line, looked down and saw a giant sea turtle swimming
near the boat. The captain and two crew members used gaffs to haul the turtle
onboard, and my father brought it back to the hotel in the Impala’s big trunk.
First, he threw it in the cashew-shaped pool, and when it began swimming, he
took off his watch and jumped in fully clothed, straddling the poor creature
and whooping like a cowboy. The bus boys at the restaurant helped him drag
it out. The turtle was still alive, its arms and legs and head retracted in its shell,
but Father said it wouldn’t live long because it had swum in a chlorinated pool,
and he convinced the restaurant’s chef to kill it and make soup.
Turtle soup was a great delicacy, he said, and guess he was right
because the guests in the hotel thanked him. To me, the turtle meat tasted as
chewy as a gum eraser. When his cold blue eyes bored into me and asked me
if that wasn’t about the best thing I’d ever tasted, I had to say, "It’s fine. A lot
better than scrambled eggs. Which was partly the truth.
""When we get over to Vera Cruz, my father had promised, "We’ll
catch a sailfish.” My mother reminded him she got seasick. "You don’t have to
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go," he said.
I actually liked it better when it was just Father and me.
***

It was dusk by the time we pulled into Vera Cruz. Father went into
three or four American hotels and looked at the rooms. Finally, a block from
the main drag, on a street named for Christopher Columbus, he found a
Mexican tourist hotel, which was the kind of place he liked to stay. He went to
the oficina to ask the room price, and my mother and I waited in the hot car.
“What’s taking him so long? said.
You know. She tipped a thumb to her lips and made a gulping
sound.
My father’s bitten nails hooked over the Impala’s window. He opened
my door. "Vámonos!"
“Does this place have a pool?” said.
That’s the second time you’ve asked me that.” My father cupped his
hand to keep the breeze from blowing out his match. His eyes turned a hard,
electric blue. “Don’t make me have to teach you a lesson.”
He didn’t like repetitive questions from my mother or me.
“Is there a diving board?” I said.
“I don’t know.
The hotel was a white, stucco building with a tile roof. gathered up
my art things and put them in my train case. My father opened the trunk and
placed our suitcases on the pavement.
“Did you lock your door?” he said.
"Yes. had an Indian burn on my wrist from the day we went to see
the pyramid at Cholula. I checked the locks. Sealed up tight. My father didn’t
want our car to get stolen.
Although dusty and dinged from the gravel that spit out from the
wheels of trucks, our Impala was the only new car in the parking lot. My
father had bet on a horse named Round Table in the Santa Anita Derby, and
with the money he made off the race, he bought this special model, which he
called firecracker red. My mother thought he should have driven her ’52 Chevy
down, but he said, no, he wanted to show off the Impala to his friends. The
car was evidence of what union organizing could do for the average working
stiff. Without the union behind him, the working man was nothing but a tool
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and dupe of the capitalists.
Just before the trip to Mexico, we’d had his union boss, Harry Bridges,
over to our house for dinner. He was the Australian labor organizer who headed
the International Longshoremen’s and Warehouseman’s Union. The head of
the F.B.I.,—J. Edgar Hoover—was trying to have my father’s boss deported.
Soon after that, two men in gray suits paid a call. I had let them in the house,
and when they asked to look around, I took them to the garage and showed
them my new, three-speed Schwinn. My father said had handled the situation
well.
Just before we left San Francisco, overheard my father tell my mom
that Harry Bridges was trying to close down ports from Seattle to Acapulco.
Because the FBI had tapped Bridges’ phone, my father had volunteered to carry
a message to the Mexican labor organizers. No one would suspect because my
father was down here showing his family a good time.
In Acapulco and again in Mexico City, he’d met up with Fernando
Lluch, a thin, suave thirtyish man with tasseled Italian moccasins and an
annoying habit of pinching my cheek. Señor Lluch took him around to meet
other Communists, and he warned my father to watch out for the federales. But
my father wasn’t afraid of the feds, theirs or ours. From under the front seat,
he took the lead pipe he’d told me to use if the oil pan blew, and he held it like
a walking stick, tapping hollowly on the red tile floor as he led the way to our
rooms.
We passed the hotel’s counter, where a man with his back to us was
sorting mail into letter-sized cubbyholes. My mother saw a restroom. “I’ll join
you in a minute, she said, putting down her suitcase and opening a door that
said, “Damas." Just beyond the restroom, saw a restaurant and cantina. It
was getting dark. Several Mexican workers in straw hats were sitting around
wooden tables, and one had started shuffling cards. When the cards slapped
down on the table, my stomach skipped. If my mom and me were lucky, the
card players would go home before my father joined them. My father was in
some kind of hurry, though, because he’d gone off toward our room. Luckily,
heard the tapping of his steel pipe.
turned a corner and found myself in a completely different world, a
magical garden with birds-of-paradise and red hibiscus and a gurgling fountain.
In the fading sunlight, saw a boy on the hotel’s clay tennis court practicing
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his serve. His white shirt glowed. With high cheekbones and a sculpted jaw, he
looked like a figure in an Orozco mural.
My father stood at the door of his room. “See that kid?”
“Oh, yeah. I guess.” Of course, I saw him. He was the best looking boy
I’d seen on the whole trip.
“He’s rich,” Father said. “Otherwise a kid his age would have a job.”
“How old do you think he is?” said.
“Fourteen or fifteen,” my father said. That kid’s living on Easy
Street.
That’s what my dad said about my mother and me. We lived on Easy
Street. Actually, we lived on Haight, across from Golden Gate Park.
The tennis court at the hotel in Vera Cruz is clay, Father says.
wanted to talk to the boy, or just stand and watch the ball fly from his
hand and his arm extend to reach the sweet spot in the sky, and then connect-twhack! The sound sent an electric thrill through my body. The boy dropped
his racket and stared at me.
“Here’s your room key, my father said, nodding to the room next to
his. “Change into your suit.”
My mother, a suitcase in one hand, train case in the other, clip-clopped
toward us, her skirt swaying around her calves. “Will we eat here, Rex?”
"Yes.” He handed me the key. “After she swims.”
The key, like the one in Treasure Island—brass, with a big round end—
sank into my palm.

stood by the pool’s ladder, too shocked to move. Acacia blossoms
floated on the black water. The ladder into the deep end was all rusty, and there
wasn’t any shallow end. had never seen a swimming pool that wasn’t blue, and
was scared because the water looked thick and smelled like decaying leaves.
It reminded me of The Creature From the Black Lagoon. In the eerie pink sunset,
bubbles rose to the water’s surface. The oily sheen looked like a Spirograph.
The hotel in Vera Cruz had a salt waterpool.
With his long pipe, my father pushed away the leaves and blossoms.
There, he said. “Jump in.”
“The water looks yucky,” I said.
“They take the water straight from the ocean, my father said. “It’s
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cleaner than it looks.”
"Rex,” my mother said. "That water hasn’t been changed in a year.”
"No, Lorrie! he said. "She wanted a place with a pool. She asked
twice, which is against the rules. So, against my better judgment, got her a
pool. He turned, his jaw thrusting out. "Get in.”
My mother looked at the sky, then over at the boy playing tennis.
He was watching us and had his fingers hooked through the court’s cyclone
fence.
"Go on,” Mother said. "It won’t kill you.”
I turned around and backed down the ladder. Inky water swallowed my
legs.
My father put his big hand on my head and pushed. "All the way in.”
Gulping tears, felt my feet slip on the ladder’s steps. Salt stung my eyes, and
when I surfaced, my hair was full of yellow blossoms. dogpaddled to the
ladder and looked up. My father had disappeared.
"Honestly! This just slays me. He can wipe his feet on me all he wants,
but...” My mother held out a towel. "Take your shower before he comes
back.”
Flipping my hair over my face, clawed to get the flowers out, and
when I looked up, I saw a quick skitter through the bushes. pointed. "What’s
that?”
"Oh, my god, it’s a rat as big as a dog!” My mother shivered and hugged
herself. "But, of course. It’s a port, so they would be here.” She draped the
towel around my shoulders.
The first rule when we arrived at a hotel was that was supposed to
put my clothes away, but my closet didn’t have hangers. With the towel over my
shoulders, I ran past the tennis court to the office. My father was there, leaning
on the counter and smoking a cigarette. He was asking about a fishing boat. At
a pause in the conversation, raised my hand. My father asked what I wanted,
and told him.
"I’m sorry.” The manager, a thin, balding man with a quivering
mustache, turned up his palms. “No hay."
"Porque?" my father said.
"Ladrones," the manager said. "People take hanger home.”
My father asked if it was safe to leave his car in the parking lot, and the
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manager said, yes, but it would be better to have someone guard it. While they
negotiated a price, I walked back to my room.
The boy on the tennis court spun his racket and smiled. “Hola.”
“Hola." I waved my fingers. “Como está usted?"
"Bien, y tu?" He was using the familiar form. He dropped his racket,
emptied his pockets of tennis balls, and came toward me, each step a little hop.
His eyes, the black of the pool, had double lashes, and he blinked them slowly,
melting the chocolate of his eyes.
“Cuantos anos tienes?" I said.
“Quince" he said.
Fifteen. Not that much older than me.
“Y que edad tiene tú?"
The familiar form again. I wasn’t good at it. Fourteen, told him,
fudging a year.
He plucked leaves from my hair, and then bent, took my hand, and
raised it to his lips.
My heart thumped in my throat. I looked down the corridor to my
room and said had to go.
“Hasta luego” he said.
He was planning on seeing me later. After it got dark, maybe he would
come to my window and kiss me through the screen. If there was a screen.
Otherwise, would just lean out, like Juliet on her balcony.
opened the door of my room. My mother was there.
“This isn’t your room, I said.
“I’m going to stay with you tonight.” She was folding her gross pink
undies and putting them in a drawer.
“Do you have to?” I said.
“We’ll discuss it after dinner.” She turned down the cover on one of
the twin beds, lay on her back with her hands tucked under her head, and
looked up at the ce ling. Silently, she pointed. A small lizard hung upside down.
Its tongue flicked out, and I heard a sound like pop beads coming apart. Then
she swung her legs off the bed and looked as if she’d made up her mind about
something. “Hurry up! We need to eat right now.”
My hair felt like taffy. That Mexican boy wouldn’t kiss a girl this hideous.
“I’m never going to get these leaves out.
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"Take a shower and be quick about it."
I went in the bathroom. The shower was tile, with no shower curtain,
so I kept my suit on. The shower stall had mold in the corners. " hate this
hotel,” I said.
My mother opened the bathroom door and stood there.
turned on the water. Cold water trickled out. scrubbed with my
fingertips, the way Seventeen said you should do, but the shampoo turned to
mucilage. If could just get the saltwater out of my hair, could tape my bangs
to my forehead, and maybe later, put my hair up in a bun so I'd look older.
My mother stood in the doorway watching me. "You ve got more hair in your
armpits.
clamped my elbows to my sides. "This stupid shampoo isn’t
working.”
"They’re probably on well water, Mother said. "Here, give me your
suit. I’ll rinse it.
"Get out of here, I screamed.
She backed away, and I leapt out of the shower and slammed the door.
Then, I took off my suit and lifted my arm. How completely gross. By the end
of the summer, I was going to look like those Mexican girls on the beach, dark
hairy underarms and legs like the Missing Link.
***

Propped against the headboard of the other twin bed in my room,
Mother leafed through a Life magazine she’d brought from home. The room
was stuffy. A window opened on to the veranda, but it was closed. I pulled
back the curtain. "Don’t open that.” Mother checked her watch. "I don’t want
your father looking in.”
The black phone between our two beds rang. Mother picked up the
receiver. "What do you want? She motioned for me to turn off the room’s
only light, and then she turned her back to me. In her pleading voice, said, "I
haven’t slept for a week, Rex, and it’s ruining my health. Last night was the final
straw! I can’t take this anymore.”
didn’t see what was so bad about last night. Orizaba was not much
different from any other night, and at least I’d met some kids my age. It had
been cooler. We were close to the volcano. There had been hangers. The room
here in Vera Cruz felt like a closet, airless and dank. My mother raised a hand
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to shield her face, the way people did in confession, not wanting strangers to
hear.
I slipped my hand under the curtain, turning the handle and inviting
an inch of forbidden air into the room. My mother didn’t know that before we
went to the goat ranch in Hermosillo, through the rusty screen of our hotel, I
had stayed up half the night kissing a boy who’d been diving in the pool. It was
a high dive, too. And all the time I had been bobbing in the surf in Acapulco,
with my mother napping in the shade of a giant umbrella, had been kissing a
boy underwater. On the lips. Before I got scared, I had let him put his fingers
inside my suit and touch my breast.
The curtain fluttered. The boy on the tennis court toweled off, picked
up the bucket of serving balls, and walked on tiptoe toward the veranda. Turned
away from me, my mother sat on the bed, her forehead in her hand, her back
hunched. There was no light in the room. slipped my hand through the open
window, crooking my finger for the boy to come closer. He crouched down,
crept under the window, and turned his palm upside down against mine. His
skin felt warm and soft. Then he let go of my hand and his mouth surrounded
my middle finger, sucking. A wet delicious ripeness flowed through me, a peach
squeezing juice, and the sharp edges of his teeth bit my knuckle.
Someone shouted, "Carlos!” Then he was gone, the bucket of balls left
behind. Oh, if could just get my mother out of the room. Tonight, he would
come with mariachis strumming their small guitars. I wondered if he sang. It
would be romantic if he could. The phone receiver clacked down. Mother’s
head dropped back, and she screamed silently at the ceiling. A fist thumped the
wall. Quickly, I pulled the window closed, locked it, and let the curtain drop.
"Get away from that window in case he breaks the glass, Mother said.
Outside, Father kicked over the bucket of balls and cursed. jumped
back. While was in the shower, he must have gone to the cantina for a pickme-up. He beat the door. "Lorrie! Lorrie! Open up! I’ll be good.” When no
one answered, he said, "You stupid broad. If you don’t open now, I’m going
to have to teach you a lesson.”
I crouched in the corner over my train case, pretending, in the dark,
to want my colored pencils, but I brought the back of my hand to my nose.
Nutmeg and toast: That’s what Carlos smelled like. would never wash my
finger again.
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Mother sat on the sagging bed, leaned forward and ran her fingers
through her hair. In the heat, her curls had gone limp. She clicked on a lamp
by her bed. The bare bulb drew bugs that circled with atomic fury. “He’ll be
back,” she said, batting the bugs from her lopsided face. “He’s just going to get
some liquid courage.” She punched the pillow with her fist. “This is ridiculous.
That pool stunt was the final straw.”
I pulled back the curtain and saw my father stumbling toward the
office. The cantina was down there.
“Do you think you could skip a meal?” Mother said.
“If it’s scrambled eggs, sure,” I said.
“Then put your clothes in your suitcase.”
“Are we moving to another room?”
“No, we’re going home.”
“Do you have the car keys?”
“We’re not taking the car. Mother’s mouth was set in a firm line, the
line, that always crumpled when Father taught her a lesson. “We’re going to
fly.”
For a minute, thought of a magic carpet, and then I realized she was
talking about a plane.
Never before had I seen my mother win. Oh, she tried, but she always
gave up. Father would say in a patient, teacherly voice, the same voice he used
when he was telling me what to write down in my journal, “Why do you always
have to learn the hard way?” To be fair, I had never seen him hit her. They
rarely argued. To teach my mother a lesson, Father took her hand as if she were
a littl child and led her to their bedroom. Whatever he did to her was probably
worse than what he did to me. Once he had gotten mad at me, lunged, grabbed
my hair, and snapped it back until my neck cracked. I was down on my knees
between his legs, begging him to stop. It was the first time got all A's, and
he claimed I was too big for my britches. Getting one B satisfied him. I was
smarter than my mother. It never took more than one lesson.
Mother beckoned me to the bed and pulled down the elastic front of
her dress. “A woman should always have mad money in her bosom,” she said.
From the top of her corset, where two giant cones pushed her flesh together,
Mother withdrew a tiny cotton sack, cinched with pink embroidery thread and
held in place by a small, gold safety pin.
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“Undo this for me,” she said.
Touching her sweaty flesh, my fingers shook. The pin snapped
sideways. lifted out the little sack and handed it to her. Inside was a roll of
bills, American money.
The only problem I foresee is that the banks are closed. We won’t be
able to change money, but I’m sure they’ll sell us a ticket at the airport.”
“How do you know where the airport is?” said.
“I don’t, but the cab driver will. Last night, after your father went off
to the bar, I went out and sat by the pool. The archeologist came out to see the
stars. That’s how I know there’s an airport in Vera Cruz. We can fly to Mexico
City.
“Do you have enough money?”
“ think so.” She reached up and squeezed my chin. “As long as we’re
away from here, we’ll be safe.” Looking me in the eyes as if she wanted to tell
me something important, and with the ruined half of her face gathered by the
scar’s bad stitching, she finally settled on, “You’re a beautiful young woman. It
killed me today to watch him push you underwater.”
“It wasn’t so bad.” My voice came out in a squeak.
She gave my chin a shake. “No, Janet. It was bad.” Then, she strode
across the room, opened the window, climbed on a chair, and swung her legs
over the sill. I handed the suitcases over and boosted myself across. Mother
threw the room key back on the table and pushed the window shut.
The spiky fronds of maguey plants cut my hands. Mother, flattening
herself against the side of the hotel and dragging her suitcase, made for the
Avenida Christofer Colon. When we turned the corner, I saw the curved, concrete
roof of the cantina. It projected out like the prow of a ship, and below it, a
half-wall encircled a table where five men sat playing cards. Above their heads
flashed a strip of pink neon: "Cabeza de Vaca." Head of cow. A pink glow
reflected off the white of my father’s shirt. expected him to feel my eyes on
his back, but he didn’t, and I felt sad because was leaving, and he didn’t have
a chance to say goodbye. Then, we were on the avenue, where traffic and taxis
whizzed past. My mother stepped forward and waved her white handkerchief.
A taxi stopped and we got in. Tell the driver to take us to the airport, Mother
said.
"Al aeropuerto," I said. That was easy. Soon my Spanish would be as
good as Father’s. Meanwhile, this was like being in the middle of a Nancy Drew
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or Hardy Boys’ mystery, with my mother and me threatened by dangerous
bandidos. The lights of the occasional passing car threw a momentary glow
across the road, illuminating a campesino pedaling home on a rickety bike or
pulling a cart of firewood. When the road turned to gravel, didn’t see any
other cars. Maybe the taxi driver was going to kidnap us and take my mother’s
money. Maybe we’d be stranded and hope my father would figure out where
we’d gone. Maybe he’d miss us. I felt a flutter of hunger and a confusing twist
in my stomach. would never see Carlos again.
At last, far from the city, the taxi pulled into a parking lot, and we
unloaded our luggage. My eyes could barely make out the single-engine crop
dusters along the edges of a narrow runway. The planes looked like toys. From
the double doors of a brightly lit Quonset hut, half a dozen Mexican cowboys
reeled out, bellowing songs into the night.
Mother stood there, a suitcase in each hand. She squared her shoulders.
"Tell the driver to wait.”
“Let me think.” Was “wait quedar or quitar? didn’t want to tell him to
leave by mistake.
“I speak English.” The stocky young man with a silver crucifix around
his neck closed the taxi’s trunk. “Better come with you.
The moment we stepped into the metal building, the drunk men
outside acted like a wobbly line of ants. Single file, they streamed indoors. The
Quonset hut smelled of oil and diesel fuel, and in the back of it, four dimly
lit work-bays held pieces of disassembled engines. Propellers leaned against
the walls. Toward the front was the snack bar’s long counter and men sitting
on wooden stools. When looked their way, they shifted their hips and spread
their knees. I moved closer to my mother. The taxi driver asked the bartender
when the next flight left.
The man, who smiled, exposing a silver tooth, turned to a calendar. He
pointed at the day. Mañana"
“Aren’t there any flights tonight?” my mother said.
“Runway no have lights,” the driver said. “If you want, buy ticket now,
go tomorrow.”
“Okay, okay, let me think. Mother looked up in her head for a moment,
and then her eyes made a circle of the room. Like bookends, a Coke machine
and a cigarette machine stood at either end of a grease-stained leather couch.
88
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"What time is the first flight?”
The driver asked the bartender, and the man said noon. If the plane
didn’t break down, the driver translated.
"All right.” She started to take money from her purse. She looked at the
couch. "We can sit over there.”
"You wait? the taxi driver said incredulously. He looked at me.
Mother looked at me, too. "I guess you’re right. It would be better to
go back.”
"Maybe we should stay here,” I said. "It might be better to.”
"Lady...” The taxi driver folded his arms. "I no can wait all night.”
grabbed my mother’s arm. "Mom! We’ll be fine here.”
Mother shook her head. "Don’t worry. We can come back in the
morning if he’s still bad.”
I couldn’t form a picture of tomorrow in my mind. The plan, speeding
fast in one direction, toward safety, was now rewinding back towards Father. I
began to pray for one thing: That he hadn’t discovered we’d ever left.
The driver loaded our suitcases in the trunk. "I sorry,” he said. "I not
know.” slumped down on my seat, and when the driver pulled into the circle
drive and a pink slash of neon cut across the back seat, ducked down onto
the floor and buried my head, the nuclear attack drill.
"Get up from there, Mother said. "Act like a big girl.”
Mother dragged the suitcases to the protection of the undergrowth
and waited to keep them from being stolen, while I crept between the magueys
and the wall. Across the stucco, the moon threw a wash of blue. Twenty
identical windows were evenly spaced out. All but one was dark. My father
was humming, and could hear the sound of his unhurried pee. Our room
was next door. pried out window open. My mother, her footsteps crunching
on the gravel, brought the suitcases. I put my finger to my lips. The bathroom
light went out.
Mother whispered, "Boost me up.
laced my fingers, but her foot burst through.
"Kneel down, then.”
I dropped to my knees and let her stand on my back. A piece of glass
embedded itself in the heel of my hand. Mother was half way through, legs
outside kicking, head and arms inside.
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“Put your hands down on the floor,” I whispered. “Do a somersault.”
“I’m too old, Mother said.
pushed. Something ripped. Then she was in. heaved the suitcases
inside, then pulled myself through the window.
In Vera Cruz mother and I took long naps and slept through dinner. Father
thought we hadgone out to eat by ourselves.
A knock came at the door. Mother looked at me. “Yes?” she said.
“Señora Stone,” a man said. “Open the door.
“Just a minute,” she said. “I’ll be right there. Mother’s dress was hiked
up. She smoothed it down. “Turn on a light,” she whispered, and did. Mother
opened the door. It was the manager, his narrow mustache twitching, his bow
tie askew.
“Todo la noche. your husband drink,” the man said, “and he come back
to bar this minute.”
“I’m sorry,” Mother said. “He can be difficult.”
“He say friend of PanchoVilla. You know what? Pancho Villa, he die
in 1917.”
“I didn’t know that,” Mother said.
“ not want your husband make trouble. The manager wiped his brow
and looked over his shoulder. “I must close office. Go home.”
I came to the door. “Sometimes I can calm him down.”
The room threw a triangle of light onto the veranda. Coming toward
us was Father, his white hair flying back, shirttail out, belt unbuckled. Metal
clinked in his pockets. “It’s my lucky night. Grinning, he held a circle of silver,
like a moon, between his thumb and forefinger. “I see you’ve met my old lady,
Raul.” He slapped the manager’s shoulder. “But if she won’t sleep with you,
don’t blame me. She’s harder to fuck than a knot-hole, and drier too.”
Mother never cried—Father liked it too much, and she didn’t like to
give him the satisfaction—but she was crying
The left side of her mouth
twisted like her handkerchief, while the right side remained frozen.
“Hey, honey, Father called from the darkness, give your old man a
hand with his key.”
By his tone, I knew he meant me. His words didn’t slur, so I couldn’t
tell how far gone he was. I prayed this was a beer drunk. Mescal made him
mean. Any delay and he would start acting up. Pushing past the manager, I
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took the key, and with my father propped on one stiff arm against the wall, his
hot, sour breath in my face, I used my nail to find the tiny crescent where the
key went in. Then, I stepped into the room and let my father pass. He tossed
coins on his bed and went into the bathroom. The faucets squeaked. His belt
buckle dropped on the floor. Turn the light on, he called. “ don’t want to
bark my shins.
turned on the light.
“Try to get him to bed,” Mother whispered from the doorway. She
took the key to our room from her pocket, placing it urgently in my hand. “Let
yourself in when you’re done, but whatever happens, don’t give him your room
don’t think he’ll harm you, but be cautious.”
put the key in my pocket. I didn’t want the manager looking in. My
father’s key was still in the lock. took it out and closed the door softly, so
Father wouldn’t think about going back to the cantina. Then, I turned on the
night light by the bed. The coins were larger and heavier than silver dollars. I
scooped them up and put them on the dresser. Counting his winnings, I stood
with my back half turned, catching the open slice of the bathroom door in my
side vision. My father had taught me how to approach a mean dog. Stay calm
inside, give the dog time to growl or challenge, but never taking a step back. I
put the coins in stacks of five.
In the dribble of water from the shower, my father sang.
La Cucaracha, la cucaracha
Ya no quiere caminar
Porque lefalta, porque lefalta
Marijuana quefumar.
He’d told me the lyrics were no puede caminar, not no quiere caminar.
There was a big difference between the cockroach not being able to walk and
not wanting to. I remembered the first time he sang me that song, how he’d
staggered around, clutching his chest and making, a big joke of it, how fun he
could sometimes be. Maybe the shower would sober him up.
When the water shut off, heard a towel sandpaper bare skin. He came
out with a towel tucked around his waist, a pack of Camels in his hand, one lit
and dragging down the corner of his mouth. His legs straddled the corner of
the bed, and where the towel spread, could see that thing in the middle like
a pink rolled-up sock. “Pe-nis.” The word made me cringe, thinking of Mrs.
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Roberts, my seventh grade teacher, with a flip chart and her long pointer, saying
“penis" and “vagina” and “testes” and “uterus. The word “penis sounded
foreign and ugly, but the way he was sitting, could not help looking at his.
“How many coins are there? my father said.
“Fifty eight.
picked up one of the coins and looked at the close
grooves on the thin edge.
“You know what they are?”
“Silver pesos?”
“Nope. Guess again.”
He liked to play this game of superior knowledge. That he was playing
it now showed he was getting himself back in a good mood. Still, it seemed
as if I had stepped into a battle my parents were fighting, and nobody had
bothered to explain the rules.
“You’re not scared to be in here with your old man, are you?”
“I’m not scared.” Twisting a chair around so that my back was to him,
I sat near the dresser and arranged the coins by the year they were minted.
“What kind of coins are these? asked.
“Mexican silver dollars,” he said. “Navaho Indians use them for jewelry.
The last time saw any, I was in Ciudad Juarez, thirteen, your age, and a friend
took me to see Pancho Villa. He gave me one. I’ll show you when we get
home.”
He was still drunk.
“Okay, I said.
“Count out thirty and take them to your mother. He caught the ash in
his cupped hand.
I counted out loud. One, two, three.
Father has a coin that Pancho Villa gave him.
I counted the coins all over again by twos and then by threes. Sitting
on the corner of the bed, he was an arm’s reach from me, and if tried to
run, he’d grab my arm and jerk it up behind my back, the way he did when we
watched wrestling on TV.
He stubbed out his cigarette in an ashtray and brushed off his
hands. “You remember last year’s vacation when took you to the FBI
headquarters?
"Yes, sir,” said.
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"Can you name the Top Ten violent crimes?”
My mind could not make these sudden leaps—ollowing him would
lead to some trick—but the picture of a yellow poster board came into my
mind.
"Murder. Arson. Armed robbery. Assault and battery. Felony theft.
Kidnapping. Blackmail. Um, killing a police officer. No. That’s murder. Uh,
interstate flight. Narcotics.”
"You’ve got nine, he said, holding up nine fingers. “What’s the
tenth?
"I don’t remember.”
"Here’s a clue.” He stuck up his middle finger, the wave he made to
women drivers when they braked on curves.
I got up from my chair. "I’m a little sleepy. Are we going fishing
tomorrow?”
"Give up? he said.
I was tired of this game.
"Need another clue?” he said.
"No.
put my hands in my pockets, trying to remember which key
was his and which was mine.
"Come over and give your old dad a night-night kiss.”
looked at the door. Like the cockroach, I wanted to run, but couldn’t.
He half-stood, grabbed my shoulders and pulled my lips toward his. His towel
fell on the floor.
In the shadowed light, his face reminded me of last summer’s trip, how
we’d been on our way back from the nation’s Capitol and stopped at his cousin’s
place in Sioux City, and how, after a rain, Father had taken me out at midnight,
on a secret mission, how we had crept across the unmowed grass, and how, in
the slanted beams of flashlights, nightcrawlers had arched from the earth, their
segmented bodies thick with damp, how they had been undulating and waving
in the blades of grass, and how some had gotten crushed beneath my knees as
worked to grab and tug them from the ground.
made a fist and socked my father’s stomach as hard as I could. "Daddy!
No!!”
Father grunted and fell back in bed. I staggered and groped behind me
for the chair. I leaned on it. Sweat had formed in the small of my back, and I
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knew if I sat, my body would stick to the chair and be glued there forever.
“Fair enough. Father pulled up the sheet and his sunburned arm
reached for the light. “Don’t forget the silver for your mother, and if she asks,
tell her I didn’t lay a hand on you.”
Breathing hard and wiping my lips with the back of my arm, scooped
the coins from the dresser.
Inside my room, the lights were out. The moon, coming through
the window, cut checkerboard squares on the floor. My mother had left my
pajamas on my pillow. went into the bathroom, stacked the coins on the sink,
and scrubbed my face. With tweezers, tried to pick out the glass embedded in
my palm, but I couldn’t get it.
Mother had left her train case on the back of the toilet. found the
first-aid kit under her brush-rollers. With the mercurochrome ’s wand, I treated
my wounds, and then went to bed. The cool sheets made me shiver.
Mother rolled over. “Did he go to sleep?
“Yes,” I said.
“What did you say to him?”
“I listened to him talk about his Pancho Villa coin.”
“He always gets the last word, doesn’t he? She reached across the
divide between our beds.
turned my back and curled up. My shoulders shook and my knees
jerked. To control myself, I hugged my pillow. Mother asked if I had a fever.
“No,” said.
“He didn’t touch you, did he?” Mother asked.
“He didn’t lay a hand on me.”
And would make sure he never did again.
My palm smarted. The glass was still in there. My body ached from
holding itself together.
In the night, while Mother snored and tossed fitfully in her sleep,
Carlos crept to the window. His breath, like the breath of the Gulf, heaving
and sighing gently on the sand, came to me in murmurs. “Psst. Psst. Psst.” And
as for the rest, Mother would not leave Veracruz, there would be no airplane
ride, and Father would sulk until we gave him back the silver. One coin he let
me keep. Cold and hard and heavy, it covers my palm, a souvenir of that trip.
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Yellowwood Poetry Contest Prize Winner
Contest Judge: Sandra Beasley

Billie R. Tadros

REACTOR

For the anniversary of the breaking we built a fall-out shelter
in the backyard—
concrete, lead, dry earth packed from the garden section of
the hardware store.
Cut down the trees (radiation rains from branches) and left
2.
our clothes outside the blast hatch to minimize the hot
introduced, rubbed
our bodies together below ground: a new shape for memory.
And planted

a single mustard plant in a patch of earth under the heat
lamp, nurtured

it like anxiety, always just a little more water than it thirsted,
slowly depleting
our steel thermos provisions.
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5.

What happened was more like an earthquake was more like a
shaking
up, but you grew up just outside Three Mile Island where
they said they tasted metal
when the nuclear reactor malfunctioned, so you shivered
when you saw the plumes
6.

feathering from the donut factory on our drive out of town for
morning coffee
7.
before our burial, a living
time capsule: This is what we did to feel
safe.
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Not All Who Wander Are Lost:
An Interview with Mary Miller

William Boyle
In his introduction to the second edition of Big World (Short Flight/Long Drive
Books, 2009), Chris Offutt calls Mary Miller “a natural writer in possession of
narrative confidence, a bold precision of language, and a willingness to take
great risks with story, structure, and character. Big World is a book that I have
revisited often since I first read it a couple of years ago. I teach it in fiction
classes (and comp classes, if I can get away with it), I recommend it to people
constantly, buy copies for friends who write and friends who don’t, and I
think of it—alongside Larry Brown’s Facing the Music and Denis Johnson’s Jesus'
Son—as the kind of book that makes me remember everything I love about
writing and literature.

Mary Miller is also the author of two chapbooks, Less Shiny (Magic
Helicopter Press, 2008) and They Could No Longer Contain Themselves: A Collection
of Five Flash Chapbooks (Rose Metal, 2011). Her fiction has been published in
McSweeneys Quarterly, Ninth Letter, Mississippi Review, American Short Fiction, Oxford
American, Black Clock, New Stories from the South 2008, and other magazines and
journals. She received a Master’s degree in English and Creative Writing from The
Center for Writers at the University of Southern Mississippi and currently Eves
in Austin, Texas, where she is a Michener Fellow at the University of Texas and
serves as Fiction Editor of Bat City Review. Since her travels wouldn’t take her back
to Mississippi for a few months at least, this interview was conducted by e-mail.
William Boyle: picked up your book back when it came out. Hadn’t heard
anything about it yet, hadn’t read anything. Being a fan of old pulp novels,
pretty much just picked it up because of how it looked and then I started
reading “Leak and I couldn’t put it down. Can you talk a little about how the
book came about? Did the folks at Short Flight/Long Drive approach you? It’s
such a beautiful little book—and the design matches the stories so well. Who
designed it? Did you have input on how it looked? This might be a stretch, but
I see a connection between the narrators of your stories and characters from
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some of my favorite hard-boiled novels. Do you have any interest in or feel
any connection to that stuff?
Mary Miller: Thanks! Okay that's a lot of questions... Hopefully IT manage to
answer a few of them» Elizabeth Ellen and I had been reading and liking each
other's work for a few years before she asked if I had short story manuscript
available» This was in the late spring/early summer of
I didn't think I
had anything resembling a manuscript, but I put al of my stories together and
came up with
World. I can't remember how many double-spaced pages it
was, but it was pretty tiny» Thankfully she liked it, and so did Aaron Burch. My
book was the second one that Elizabeth and Aaron published» The first book
they put out was The Sicily Papers by Michele Orange, which is a lovely little
memoir that looks like a passport» It even has the bumpy feel of a passport»
I'm not sure why they decided Big World should look like an old pulp novel—I
think it was Aaron's idea» And I'm not sure which one of us suggested the title
Big World, though it's my favorite story in the colection» We also considered
Even the Interstate Is Pretty and Fast Trains. Elizabeth selected the order of the
stories and suggested edits, like cutting several awful paragraphs from the end
of "Not All Who Wander Are Lost," which made such a big difference» They
chose David Kramer for the artwork few years earlier, Kramer had designed
the cover of Elizabeth's chapbook, Before You She Was a Pit Bull). He sent a
bunch of different images, which the three of us decided on together» David
Kramer is amazing» His blog is caled Toothless Alcoholic and I wished I lived
in New York and could be his friend. I've never been into old pulp novels» I
don't know if I've read a single one, actualy. Is that the same as noir? Where
should I start?

WB: I'd say it mostly is the same and The Postman Always Rings Twice is the place
to start» You saying that made me think of this quote from Barry Hannah's
essay on noir for the Oxford American: "In noir, doom rules the mood» It is
perhaps the one consistent noun of the literature, running wld over the good
and the shady. The apt weather is one of destruction, with characters staring
at a void, hands empty and reaching without a tool to confront the oncoming
night where more grief and terror lurk»" If that's true (and I think it is), I'd say
that your stories—in some ways at least—-have a mood or tone consistent with
noir. What do you think? Am I stretching here?
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MM: Yeah, I’d say this is probably accurate of the mood/tone. It has a lot to
do with my state of mind, unfortunately. I’ve always been an anxious, jumpy
person, terrible to watch a horror movie with in the theater because I will
actually yell, very loudly, and embarrass my seatmate. don’t know what to say
about it, really, except that being uncomfortable nearly every second is awful
and translates into my fiction. And while don’t consider myself particularly
depressing or unhappy (I laugh a lot and my laugh is this obnoxious guffaw
and dislike overtly sad people because I think it’s simply impolite to be
burdensome), it’s still how I live. And it’s nice that something vaguely positive
can come of it, though I’m not in the writing-is-therapeutic camp, nor do I
think that writing makes my life better in any way. In fact, think it’s the most
self-absorbed activity there is; it separates me from people even further.

WB: I’m going to keep going with this line of questioning for a second, if that’s
okay. In an interview with 3:AM Magazine, Megan Abbott said, "Sometimes
noir is dismissed as depressing, but to me it never is. It’s primal and seductive,
the big emotions of life laid bare. This is another thing that resonates for me
in terms of thinking about your stories as noirish. Noir cuts to the quick and
seeks a sort of raw and brutal honesty. Is that something you’re interested in
achieving in your work?
MM: I’ve never been good at letting people get close to me, but don’t have
any difficulty putting things on paper. I don’t think there’s any point in writing
that’s not completely honest. People can feel falseness—it’s obvious when
someone is avoiding something, or not telling the truth. I’m not sure what
saves my writing from being completely bleak and depressing, or if, in fact,
it is saved from these things. If it is, though, think it has to do with my
character’s attempts to interpret what is happening to them, and around them.
It’s always cool when someone puts something into words that you’ve felt but
never actually articulated. There’s this recognition that’s really wonderful, like,
"yes, exactly,’ and then you don’t feel so alone for a minute. This is what I’m
trying to do.

WB: I was in Square Books a few weeks ago, and was excited to see that Big
World had been reissued in a second edition. I pretty rarely do this with books,
mostly just with albums, but picked up another copy just for the Chris Offutt
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intro and the bonus story. How did the second edition come about? Did your
publisher approach Chris Offutt about an intro? What was it like to hear that
Offutt was writing an intro? With reissued albums, it’s sometimes hard to think
about bonus tracks as really being part of the album, but "Cedars of Lebanon”
fits in so perfectly here and has become one of my favorites. Do you consider
it part of the book now? Why place it first in the new edition?

MM: Chris Offutt read a story of mine, "Dirty,” when it was published in the
literary magazine, Sententia. Then he sent me a message saying very nice things
and I was super excited and started rereading his stories in back issues of The
Oxford American (I have nearly every issue of the OA and they are like gold).
Chris read Big World and handed out copies to his friends. He asked about my
work and gave me helpful advice like, "Always make sure you write more than
you drink.” So when the second edition was coming out, I asked Aaron to ask
Chris to write an introduction, and Chris was gracious enough to do it even
though he was swamped and Aaron needed it in, like, a week or something. I
don’t know why didn’t ask him myself. think it’s always sort of embarrassing
to be told no from someone who maybe feels like they should say yes, if that
makes any sense. So Chris wrote this lovely introduction and we just stuck the
new story at the beginning, with the idea that it would receive more attention
that way. I think it does, and people seem to like it pretty well. The couple in
"Cedars of Lebanon” is the same couple on vacation in "Fast Trains.”

WB: The version of "Cedars of Lebanon” that was in The Collagist was much
shorter. Did you cut it down for the magazine or expand it for the book?
MM: I had just written the short version of the story when submitted it to
Matt Bell at The Collagist. After it was published, kept writing. The ending in
the abbreviated version isn’t well developed—there’s all this tension and then
it ends with the guy playing "Highwayman and the girl picturing herself as
a drop of rain, which is too abstract/wistful for the story was trying to tell
(and also just kind of ridiculous to end on, giving it too much weight). So
had. Coach come over and interrupt the couple’s night, putting a glitch in
their plans. think just wanted to write about his "array of near-debilitating
superstitions” leftover from his baseball days, but then something else
happened, and something else. I feel incapable of telling a satisfying story in
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so few words now I think the best flashes are often more closely aligned with
poetry than prose—they play with repetition and work creatively with space
and time—but these aren’t really things I do. I tell linear narratives that are easy
to follow, or this is the way I think of them, at least.
WB: One of my favorite passages in “Cedars of Lebanon is: “When she’d
gone to France, she’d had difficulty with the toilets—there was either a pedal
hanging on the floor or a string hanging from the ceiling or a button somewhere
and you had to figure it out. One time, she couldn’t figure it out and had had
to leave her shit floating in the bowl. Who wanted to go to Europe? And
everything was too small and the women were too thin. The girl wouldn’t
have liked it there.” love how this feeling prevails through these stories and
works against the title of the collection. Also, love how your characters fail
in little and big ways. It’s what sucked me into the book in the first place. Are
you generally more interested in characters whose lives are driven by fear and
narrowness and failure or are those just side effects of the lives they lead?
MM: That’s an interesting question, and I’m not quite sure what the difference
is. It seems a bit like a chicken/egg question. don’t know if this addresses it,
but I’ve always been the kind of person who makes things harder for herself.
For example, as a kid, I’d read Stephen King novels right before bed and then
I’d spend a large portion of the night looking out the window, imagining a man
hiding in the long shadow of a tree. So I’d promise myself that wouldn’t read
Stephen King before bed ever again and then I’d do it the next night, with the
same result. My friend, Greg, describes my behavior as “immediate regret.”
I’ve only been overseas once, in my early twenties. had a panic attack at the
airport because I didn’t like the idea of being so far from home (and what’s
really embarrassing is that my mother was traveling with me). I just don’t do
very well when don’t know where things are, how they work. I’ve never been
very adventurous. I’m an armchair traveler, as much as hate to admit it.

WB: In an interview with The Short Review, you say it took you three years to
write the stories included in Big World and that “My Brother in Christ” was
only the second story you ever wrote. Are the stories in Big World then, aside
from what’s included in Less Shiny, the whole of your output over those three
years? Are there stories you threw away? Stuff that you didn’t work through
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MM: I spent a lot of this time trying to write novels. After reading too much
Jean Rhys, I had the idea that could expand my stories into novels—have
the narrator just kind of wander around half-drunk and sad, but this doesn’t
work for 250 pages. Jean Rhys pulls it off because she lulls you into believing
her characters are wandering aimlessly when there’s actually this tightly woven
plot at work. Unfortunately, I was all anti-plot then and the novel attempts fall
apart by page 50 and are almost completely unusable. I often can’t even salvage
short stories from them (as they began as short stories and then the “second
chapter or whatever feels out of context). I’m not anti-plot anymore. The
novel I’m working on currently is a road trip story, which creates an inherent
structure that’s difficult to mess up. My characters wake up and have to get
them from Point A to Point B. And then there are all of these opportunities
for things to go wrong, for people they meet along to way to throw things
off course. And even if nothing much happens, there are four people stuck
together in a car for hours at a time, irritating the hell out of each other.
Something’s got to happen, or this is my hope, anyway.

WB: In that interview you also say you dislike third person. I recently read an
interview with Scott McClanahan where he says something similar. What do
you prefer about first person?
MM: I’m writing in third person more now, though my third person is a lot like
first person—very close third where only one point-of-view is given. I’m really
impressed with writers who can change POV seamlessly, but this seems like too
much work, and it’s also just not what I’m interested in. I’m interested in one
character’s skewed perspective. I don’t want to know what everyone’s thinking,
or what’s really going on” in a given situation. think what’s interesting about
people is that we’re trapped inside ourselves—we have so little insight into
our behavior, and our abilities to rationalize and delude ourselves are endlessly
amazing.

WB: You talked to my friend and former teacher John Brandon about how you
sometimes get shit for your lack of physical description. It’s something that I
really appreciate about your writing. Does it just not interest you or do you aim
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to get your Active world across fully in other ways so that physical description
doesn’t bog the story down? Is this something people have criticized you for
in workshops and/or reviews? How do you work past that?

MM: I’m using physical description more now, too! And it’s fun! think
sometimes the physical world is very important to the story you want to tell,
and other times it’s not.
recently wrote a story about a couple living in a
neighborhood that’s undergoing gentrification. It’s set in Austin, in one of
the hottest summers on record, during an extreme drought. For this story, the
physical world became very important, perhaps as important as the characters.
In fact, someone said it was "atmospherically driven as opposed to "character
driven,” which I was kind of excited about. It makes me think that maybe I’m
starting to look outside myself, whatever this means. think that’s not true,
actually, but it sounds good.

WB: Larry Brown’s one of my favorite writers, and I feel like there’s some
connection between his first collection, Facing the Music, and Big World But it
might just be in my mind. I’m teaching both collections in my fiction class next
semester, in part because they’re two of my favorite books, and in part because
I see a link there and I’m anxious for students to explore it. Anything to that?
Was Brown an influence?
MM: love Larry Brown. haven’t read Facing the Music, but Big Bad Love, The
Rabbit Factory, and Fay are some of my favorite books. have a signed copy of
The Rabbit Factory around here somewhere. titled one of my stories “Big Bad
Love, in homage to Brown. In it, the narrator is reading a copy of the book:
On the cover, two people make out in the backseat of a car. We look at
the man’s ropy arm and black jeans, the woman’s messy blonde hair. They
are thin and young and beautiful and the picture somehow implies that
passion requires these things, that the rest of us are going to miss out.

I’m ordering Facing the Music now. And thanks for teaching Big World. That’s so
exciting.

WB: live and die by Tom Waits. In an interview with Jim Fusilli for The Wall
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Street Journal last week he talked about the process of making a song: "I have
to be willing to look at it like a three-legged table. If you've got three legs, you
know it can stand up. Then we can put stripes on its tie or give it a toupee, but
you need to have something to hang it on. I'm usually more about the nucleus
of it all." Do you feel that way about stories at all?

MM: Usually, I just start with a line of dialogue and then there's a voice and
energy behind it, or there's not If there is, I continue, but no matter what I think
the story might be about, it always circles back to my obsessions: what it means
to be female, the inability to connect, the failings of the body, and Diet Coke
(which I hardly drink anymore). Pretty soon the characters in my stories will be
drinking green tea and talking about their self-imposed dietary restrictions and
that will just be ... awful. In editing my next story collection, I've been using
"Search in Document" to see how many times I've written the phrase, "I don't
feel like." My characters are often not feeling like things. Yesterday, I cut too
many trees, and too many eyes magnified behind thick lenses. I'm pleased to say
there's not a single Back to the Future reference in this one.
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I Don’t Feel So Pessimistic:
An Interview with Michael Chabon

Brendan Steffen & Tom Bennitt
I

Michael Chabon is the Pulitzer and Hugo Prize-winning author of The Amazing
Adventures of Kavalier and Clay and The Yiddish Policemans Union as well as five
additional novels, two short story collections, a memoir, a collection of essays,
a children’s book and several comics. The Los Angeles Times Book Review has called
Chabon, “A loving craftsmen and author of superb, seemingly alchemicallyrendered sentences. His latest novel, Telegraph Avenue, a “comedy-drama about
two families living in the Bay Area, is expected to be released in the fall of 2012.
YR: In your Best American Short Story Introduction a few years ago, you
wrote that entertainment has lost its sense of mutuality of exchange between
the artist and audience, and that mass marketing and commercialization has
narrowed the kind of story put in anthologies. You also said that your criteria
for choosing those stories is the degree to which the story banishes all but the
interplay between the author’s imagination and your own. Could you talk about
that a bit more, or maybe just how a good story grabs your imagination?

MC: Oh man, you put me on the spot. have no idea what I meant by that! I
guess what I was really trying to get at there, and it’s not something particular
to a short story, but stories have the power when you’re reading to give you a
sense that you’re truly in contact with another human mind, and you get that
double sense that you’re living through the experience of a fictional being
that’s been created by the author of the short story, and to escape the prism
of your own consciousness in that way by being granted the illusion of living
in someone else’s head. And I think the reason for that is that stories are so
focused on point of view, on creating and sustaining a really intense point of
view at their best, but there can also be a fair amount of parallax in that the
separation between the author and character is great, or it can be narrow in
the case of some first-person stories, where you sense the distance between
the imaginary author and the character being presented is not that great. But
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you also get that sense of contact with the author’s imagination because you’re
aware that it’s all a trick, an illusion, and that you’re still stuck inside your own
head and you haven’t escaped at all, you just have that momentary sense of
escape, and at that moment and you have that sense of contact with both a
minor character and the author. It’s a series of tricks but it’s a magical one,
true magic, and it lasts no longer than it takes to read the story, but it’s still a
wonderful thing.

YR: I’m from the Pittsburgh area, and in many ways Pittsburgh, and especially
the Oakland section (where Pitt is located) was culturally a much weirder and
more interesting place back in the 80s while you were in college there, with
great music venues like Grafitti and the Syria Mosque, and bookstores like Jay’s
Bookstall. How did Pittsburgh, and Oakland, inform your development as a
writer and an artist?

MC: It was both a function of Pittsburgh and how old I was at the time. My
father moved to Pittsburgh when I was 12, after my parents divorced, and
that’s how first got to know it, by going to visit him during the summer and
holidays, and then I went to college there, and I was so porous and open to
everything at eighteen. was like a raw, exposed nerve. Everything seemed
vastly more intense, important, and momentous that it ever would again. And
I haven’t completely lost that quality, but it gets dulled over time no matter
how much you try to keep the edge sharpened. I was never more sensitive, in
every sense of the word, than was at that time, and also happened to be in
this quirky, wonderful, remarkable, geographical and ethnically diverse, richly
historical, kind of smelly place, where there’s a high tolerance for eccentricity
and difference, maybe because so many different kinds of people have been
living there so long, and I absorbed it so completely because was so porous,
so when left had a sizable reservoir of memories and experiences, and I
was able to draw on that for a long time afterwards, and was able to get two
novels and a few short stories out of it, and that was lucky for me because
wasn’t in suburban northern Virginia or some generic location. was in a
rich, strange location that had not been overly trodden by past writers. was
in a fascinating place like New York or New Orleans or San Francisco, there’s
not a whole lot of novelty to be found there for the reader. Even the name
https://egrove.olemiss.edu/yr/vol17/iss1/27
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“Mysteries of Pittsburgh” had a sense of wonder because many people had
either an outdated impression of Pittsburgh or no real impression at all, and so
I had kind of an unexplored, not totally unexplored, I mean, there were writers
before me, but it was not as heavily trafficked as other parts of the country, for
example, Mississippi.
YR: Richard Ford says, in his intro to the Granta Short Story Anthology, that the
Great American Novel is not adept at capturing headlines anymore, and there
seems to be very little aesthetic ruckus audible in our cultural conversation
about fiction, and any new movement there is distant. Do you agree with
that?
MC: I’m not sure I accept the premise of that question. That comment seems
like too much of a feeling to me, as opposed to a measurable statement where
I could look at the data and respond.

YR: Alright, how about this: I read a recent quote by Rick Moody where
he says, “The realistic novel still needs a kick in the ass. The genre, with its
epiphanies, rising action, predictable movement, conventional humanisms, can
still move us on occasion, but it’s politically and philosophically dubious and
dull.” It’s similar to what Barry Hannah said, that “The modern novel is dying
from competency.” What do you think of either of those two quotes?
MC: All these doom and gloom people. I don’t feel so pessimistic. I love to
read. The reason I write is because I love to read so much.. There’s so much
out there to be read. There’s a strange underlying of an acceptance of a premise
that novels are like cars, and there needs to be a new model out every fall, and
that somehow there’s a validation of novelty or progress underlying that idea.
There’s never been that much fiction that has ever been great, ever. I think the
percentage of truly wonderful American literature has probably been pretty
constant. Around 10% of fiction is great and, following Sturgeon’s Law, 90%
is crap, and that’s the way it’s always been. First of all, there’s a tendency among
writers to look back with a certain wistfulness, and look around them with a
certain despair, and that’s reflected in both of those comments, and I’m not
saying I’m immune to either of those by any means, but you never know how
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good anything is when you’re in the middle of it. I mean, I was listening to my
Satellite radio channel that plays the R&B hits of the 80s, before hip-hop, and
back then it seemed like throwaway party crap to me that I paid no attention
to, it meant less than nothing to me, and I felt that funk and soul music of the
60s and 70s was clearly superior. But now I listen to that stuff and I realize
that’s amazing music, too, and I just didn’t appreciate it at the time because it
was part of my oatmeal world in which we all live.
YR: Oakley Hall, on reading your first draft of Mysteries of Pittsburgh while you
were an MFA at UC-Irvine told you “the biggest question I don’t give a damn
about is the question of who is going to have sex with whom.” So, is that the
least interesting question a novel can answer, and if not, what is?

MC: That, in fact, may well be the case. At the time I was outraged with his
assertion, but now with many years perspective under my belt, I find myself in
complete agreement with him. Is there a less interesting question? No, I don’t
think so.
YR: I love the introduction you wrote to The Escapists by Brian K. Vaughan
about Sam Clay getting trapped in a broom closet at the Comic Convention
and Brian K. Vaughan letting him out. Did this short return to the world of
Kavalier & Clay inspire any desire to write a sequel?
MC: The most amazing part was how unbelievable easy it was for me to
reconnect to that fictional world and return to the character of Sam Clay after
many years, and to imagine a possible outcome for his life after the action
of the novel completes. It took no effort at all, it was a strange and pleasant
sensation to realize that that entire universe of that book lies behind a door
which I can open any time I want. I revisited those characters another way at
least one other time, just a dollop of them, and had the same experience.

YR: How do you come up with your words?
MC: Well, along with reading the dictionary, I remember the experience of
encountering words as a kid in places like D.C. comics. Seeing words I had seen
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before, but in a new context or in a weird font, that made certain words new
for me. Also, remember when was a college and MFA student, mimicking
certain authors, like how Cheever would use the word "especial” as a noun.
But I guess they just come from having a wide vocabulary and reading as much
as I do.
YR: In your "Trickster in a Suit of Light” essay, you talk about genre fiction.
Since then, you’ve shown an interest in genre fiction, writing so-called "Sherlock
Holmes” stories, Raymond Chandler-type mysteries, and "sword and sandal
adventures. Do you see your forthcoming novel Telegraph Avenue as a break
from this period of your writing? What kinds of insights have you brought to
this novel from your foray into genre fiction?
MC: In hindsight it was not a foray, as it was opening all the windows and doors in
my house of fiction. For a long time was looking out only one side of the house
as a writer, but as a reader had never stopped incorporating science fiction, occult
fiction, horror fiction, and various other genres to a lesser degree, into my life as
a reader. But as a writer had closed off those rooms. And it was weird, because
when I first started writing, I felt compelled to incorporate genre fiction. It’s a
common kind of censorship imposed by MFA programs. It’s difficult to submit a
sci-fi story in workshop because everybody would groan, or disqualify themselves
by saying "I don’t read this stuff, I can’t help you. So, if you’re a sensible person
who pays a lot for this program and wants to get some benefit out of it, you censor
yourself, and you learn a submerged lesson that if you want to be taken seriously
as a literary writer, you can’t do that stuff, and that habit of self-censorship I had
acquired lasted a long time. And it took a long time to wear off. Maybe that’s a
better explanation of what happened. Finally got sick of it, its power diminished,
or maybe had achieved a measure of esteem and felt comfortable losing those
self-imposed restrictions. So it’s not like a period went through, so much as it now
feels like can write any kind of book I want to. And lately, I’ve been grooving
on questions of sentence structure, point of view, and intellectual and technical
questions that I thought that had outgrown at one point, but now I’m getting
pleasure in returning to those questions. And there is a pleasure that comes when
you’re locked into a character’s point of view and you know exactly what they’re
going to say or do next.
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Everything Must Have An Edge:
An Interview with Lynn Emanuel
Susan Muensterman & Travis Smith
If you accept the common wisdom about the contemporary poetry scene—that it’s a conflict between the traditional narrative style and the aesthetic of
postmodern disorientation—then you might have a problem figuring out where to
put Lynn Emanuel. Some in the experimental camp choose to ignore conventions
of anecdote and epiphany altogether. But in her four books, most recently 2010’s
Noose and Hook, Emanuel confronts those conventions head-on, declaring at one
point, “I will never again write from personal experience.” It’s this willingness
to risk confrontation, both with the reader’s expectations and literary tradition,
that seems to drive Emanuel. And thankfully so: which other poet can you name
who would attempt something like Noose and Hook's “The Mongrelogues,” with
its invented idiom that borrows equally from Old English verse arid George
Herriman’s Krazy Kat ?
I’ll admit it: was a little bit scared to interview Emanuel. Given her poems’ fierce
contrarian bent, I imagined her dismantling the very premises behind my questions.
Would I become the interviewed? Seated near the poetry section at Oxford’s
Off Square Books before her reading at Ole Miss, though, nothing of the sort
happened. Emanuel was one of the friendliest (and easiest to interview) poets I’d
ever met— defying expectations once again.

YR: The students in Beth Ann Fennelly’s graduate poetry class here at Ole Miss
did some impromptu staged readings of “The Mongrelogues.” Has anyone ever
approached you to adapt them for the stage?
LE: No one has, and isn’t that foolish of them? Because it clearly should be
performed someplace. Laughs

YR: Tell us more about how those poems came to be.
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LE: Well, I went to Alabama to teach, and two things happened. When I got down
there, suddenly didn’t own the language anymore. It was like there was a glass
wall between me and English, which had never experienced before. Every time I
opened my mouth, I was the Yankee “
” was supposed to be teaching one
class and writing a book, and I couldn’t write. It was like being in a foreign country
where no one spoke my language. So started to write, and this character of the
dog presented itself to me. It just started talking. It was clearly an underdog of
some kind, because that’s what I felt like at that moment. I didn’t feel like I had the
eloquence of everyone around me. There was something about Southern English
that was delectable and foil of metaphor and simile and didn’t seem as utilitarian as
my Northern speech. I thought, well, if I can’t write like somebody in command
of English, I can howl like a dog. So I’m going to read “The Mongrelogues”
tonight with a slight Southern accent.
YR: Speaking of “The Mongrelogues” in regards to feeling out of touch with
your native language, I wanted to ask you about the way you spell English in that
poem: “Engleash. In Then, Suddenly—and Noose and Hook, you use puns and
dead metaphors and cliches like “the train of thought,” which are aspects of foe
language that most writers would shy away from. Why do you feel drawn to this
type of play?

LE: I think— to be in a strange way egotistical—I think I’m not a snob, and I’ve
never felt that there is any sort of language that is off-limits for poetic reasons.
It interests me to take foe unused bits, foe parts that are beneath recognition or
beneath mention and exploit them. For example, I’ve always been fascinated by foe
train of thought.” I’ve always thought that that was strange and controlling as
a metaphor. It comes down to my sensibility as a poet, and mine is to make use of
what is overlooked or underused.

YR: Why do you think we don’t see a lot of punning and wordplay being used
today?

LE: I think that has something to do with humor. Humor is also sort of out of
bounds in a lot of poetry— not so much now as when first started writing. Now
you have Tony Hoagland and Billy Collins. But their humor is not punning humor,
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which is still an unfashionable move to make in poetry. And it interests me because
it is unfashionable.
YR: Their humor seems to happen more at the level of diction, not at the level of
the word itself.

LE: I think it happens in the level of situation. Like, Tony will start his poems, "We
were sitting in the yard, drinking martinis, and said, 'We are the most interesting
people on the planet.’ And Gabe said, 'No we aren’t. met someone yesterday
who was much more interesting than us.’ It’s that kind of overheard talk.
YR: You said in another interview that “Money is not only the subject of my work.
I feel it is the sound of my work. Is that a project that you are conscious of when
writing, or is it an understanding that you have gained in retrospect?

LE: don’t know if it’s possible to cleanly draw a line of demarcation between
those things. It is certainly something that have understood looking back. But
I’ve always been someone who is interested in idiom, and how idiom reflects
class in America. think that’s partly the project of “The Mongrelogues.” This
is an animal’s idiom. It’s even subhuman. Clearly there was something threading
through my creative activity as I was writing books that kept insisting on class as a
subject, class having to do with money: who has it and who doesn’t.
don’t think I would have done this if hadn’t moved to Pittsburgh from New
York City. New York City is a wonderful place, and it has marvelous things, but
it isn’t as eloquent about class as Pittsburgh is, where everyone is in a union, and
everyone has a connection to some kind of blue collar life. Everyone is absolutely
straightforward in talking about issues of class. When got to there, in my late
twenties, suddenly heard people talking about these things, and thought, “Oh,
shit, come from a class! That was shocking. I’m not just transparent— I actually
have a history with people who worked in mines, with my grandmother, who was
sort of a pink-collar worker. When realized that this history is implicated in my
own life, that’s when started feeling that could write about things like this.

YR: Do you think some writers, some poets, write from a place of either not
identifying with or not caring about what class they are associated with?
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LE: Yes, and I think that’s absolutely fine. There’s no reason why you should
have to do anything in poetry. It was a big surprise to me that turned out to
be someone who took on this subject. Because as I said, I was in New York.
The class I inhabited was the hip class. The hipsters were my people, and I had
no idea of work and the imprint that it left on people’s lives. When I moved to
Pittsburgh, was immersed in a place where that was a primary topic of thought
and conversation, and I think it rubbed off on me.
TS: I want to talk about the poems in Then, Suddenly—and Noose and Hook that
address or take on the style of other poets, like Baudelaire, Whitman, and Gertrude
Stein. It seems that you love these writers so much that you want to become
them.

LE: I

[Laughs]

YR: What made you want to write a poem like that? What are some of the
challenges?

LE: Before wrote Then, Suddenly— I hadn’t done any homages like that. Why it
happened with that particular book, I’m not
As for the challenge, the good
thing about my attitude towards all the writers I love is also hate them. So never
worry about taking them on because I know all of their weaknesses. I know that
every homage is also going to be a kind of critique. For instance, a model for
my Whitman poem was Fernando Pessoa, the modernist Portuguese writer, who
wrote "Greetings to Walt Whitman,” the most brilliant critique of Whitman in
Whitman’s style that anyone has ever written. He reduces Whitman to, dust in the
most loving and passionate way, while celebrating him at the same time. So had
that as a supreme example of what can be done. wasn’t ever afraid to just go for
it, because knew that I wasn’t so in love that my homage wouldn’t have an edge.
Everything must have an edge. So when I call Gertrude Stein a "big typewriter in
a dress,” that’s what she is, you know? And she’s also, you know, the great mother
of Modernism. It was just such a pleasure to step outside of my own self and be
inside these people whose work loved, while at the same time understanding that
every homage must be a critique, as well.
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YR: Baudelaire is never afraid of addressing the reader, and neither are you—does
this explain some of your kinship with him?

LE: I think you’re right He’s also nasty, and I like that It’s hard to find wonderful
nasty poets, you know? He’s really mean, and he has a fantastic sense of—and
hate to keep using this word—class. He has a little book called Wine and Hashish,
where he notices that the working class gets drunk and wealthy class, which he
intermittently a part of, gets stoned. He never escapes certain kinds of realities,
even though he’s so luscious. And then he invented the prose poem, or did a lot
for it. What’s not to like?
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